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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether certain non-musical 
components of a performance affect evaluator's performance quality ratings. 
Specifically, if there is an age at which point the presence of a music stand (Le. 
an implied use of the score), the performers attractiveness, attire, stage 
behaviour and perceived level of accomplishment impacts performance ratings. 
Fourteen cellists were videotaped performing by memory, and then a second 
time with their music on a music stand, synchronizing their motions with the audio 
feedback from their first performance. The cellists and their performances were 
evaluated by 1024 individuals with no formai training in music ranging in age from 
six to fifty-five years old. Each evaluator was assigned to one of six groups: 
Visual only, Audio only, Memorized, Dubbed, Random 1, or Random 2. Results 
revealed that the presence or absence of a music stand had no impact on 
performance ratings. Performer attractiveness affected performance ratings for 
both sexes, although contrary to previous findings, being attractive was not 
advantageous. Dress had an inverse effect on ratings of female performers and 
poor stage behaviour affected ratings of both sexes. Although evaluators were 
unable to predict a performer's proficiency based solely on gesture, proficiency 
gestures made by musicians during performances affected ratings. Evaluators in 
the audiovisual conditions gave performers who appeared less accomplished 
significantly lower ratings than those in the audio only condition. Evaluators aged 
13 were more critical than younger evaluators with their musical ratings and their 
ratings were also affected by the visual aspects of a performance. These results 
ii 
suggest that older non-musician evaluators use visual aspects to help their 
evaluations of subjective musical elements because they have a hard time 
hearing differences. 
iii 
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Abrégé 
Cette étude avait pour but de déterminer si l'évaluation d'une interprétation 
musicale peut être affectée par des éléments non musicaux. Plus 
spécifiquement, l'étude visait à déterminer s'il ya un âge à partir duquel la 
présence d'un pupitre (impliquant l'usage d'une partition), l'apparence physique 
de l'interprète, son comportement, son allure vestimentaire, ainsi que son niveau 
présumé de compétence affectaient les évaluations de la qualité d'une 
interprétation. Quatorze violoncellistes ont été filmés jouant une pièce par 
mémoire, puis ensuite une deuxième fois avec un pupitre, en synchronisant leurs 
mouvements avec la bande audio de leur premier enregistrement. Les 
violoncellistes et leurs interprétations ont été évalués par 1024 individus sans 
formation musicale, dont l'âge variait entre six et cinquante-cinq ans. Chaque 
évaluateur a été assigné à un des six groupes suivants: visuel seulement, audio 
seulement, pièce jouée de mémoire, doublage, aléatoire 1, ou aléatoire 2. Les 
résultats montrent que la présence ou l'absence d'un pupitre n'a eu aucun effet 
sur les évaluations. L'apparence physique a affecté les évaluations des 
musiciens des deux sexes, mais, contrairement aux conclusions d'études 
précédentes, être attirant n'était pas avantageux. Un mauvais comportement sur 
scène a affecté significativement les évaluations des interprétations pour les 
deux sexes, et, pour les interprètes féminins, une corrélation inverse a été 
observée entre l'allure vestimentaire et l'évaluation. Bien que les évaluateurs ne 
soient pas capables de prédire le niveau de compétence des musiciens en se 
basant uniquement sur leur gestuelle, les résultats suggèrent que les 
iv 
mouvements scéniques associés à un bon niveau de compétence musicale ont 
affecté les évaluations des interprétations. Les évaluateurs exposés aux stimuli 
audio-visuels ont attribué des notes significativement plus basses aux interprètes 
qui paraissaient moins accomplis que ceux qui étaient seulement exposés à la 
bande audio. Les évaluateurs âgés de 13 ans ou plus étaient plus critiques que 
les évaluateurs plus jeunes et étaient plus sensibles aux aspects visuels d'une 
interprétation. Ces résultats suggèrent que les évaluateurs plus âgés et sans 
formation musicale utilisent l'information visuelle afin d'évaluer les aspects plus 
subjectifs d'une interprétation musicale, peut-être parce qu'ils ont de la difficulté à 
entendre les différences entre les interprétations. 
v 
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Performance and assessment will always be integral parts of life for those 
who aspire to become professional musicians. Auditions, concerts, competitions, 
and recitals are ail part of developing and sustaining a life as a performing 
musician. Auditions are a rite of passage for entry to orchestras, ensembles, 
universities of choice, colleges, conservatories, summer camps and schools, but 
their procedures do not come without criticism. Appraisals and opinions of 
evaluators determine whether a music student is accepted or not. And learning 
consider and absorb the remarks made by teachers is part of a performer's 
training and preparation. 
Every road has a beginning. Twenty-five years ago, when 1 was five years 
old, a chance encounter in a grocery store queue altered the path of my life. My 
mother politely inquired as to what the funny shaped vegetable was that the 
woman ahead of us was purchasing. The stranger not only introduced my 
mother to eggplants but also to the Suzuki method. It turned out that she was a 
retired concert pianist trom New York - who had become an amateur cellist in her 
retirement. She passionately wanted to share her love of music with others. 
Learning the cello through the Suzuki method shaped the kind of cellist 
and musician 1 am today. The cornerstone philosophy upon which the Suzuki 
Method th rives is that the instruction of music should be a kin to how we learn our 
native language (Suzuki, 1983). Through listening, modeling and repetition, ail 
beginners have the ability to learn proper technique and thrive in a musical 
environ ment. With no notation involved in the initial learning process, ail 
materials are learnt via rote memorization. Frequent performances are 
encouraged, and pieces are always expected to be played from memory. 
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Over the years, 1 have performed in and attended thousands of concerts, 
an abundance of competitions or festivals, and numerous auditions. Listening to 
the comments of others about these performances has, at times, been 
challenging and irritating, and at other times, affirming and gratifying. 
Participating in a performance makes the experience subjective, observing a 
performance allows for some objectivity. It can be said that music is 
fundamentally an inherently personal art. There is so much more to a 
performance beyond the overt, auditory manifestation of the notation on the 
printed page. Regardless of whether the listener is a musician or a music 
enthusiast, a performance will affect everyone in an individual manner. 
My musical experiences have laid the foundation upon which this 
dissertation has taken shape. For years, 1 have deliberated the merits of 
audition processes, questioned the method by which an individual is awarded first 
place in a competition, and wondered what attributes most affect audience 
members' opinions of a performance. In short, what factors most contribute to 
the assessment of a performance? This dissertation will focus on six questions 
which when answered, will help broaden understanding of the characteristics 
most important to a successful performance. The questions are as follows: 
1. Everything else being equal, do audience members value a memorized 
performance more highly than an unmemorized one? 
2. Are audience members atfected by a pertormer's physical attractiveness 
when they rate musical performances? 
3. Does a performer's dress affect how judges evaluate the quality of the 
musical performance? 
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4. Are the effects of visual aspects on musical performance evaluation 
affected differentially by age? 
5. Ooes a performer's behaviour affect how judges evaluate the quality of the 
musical performance? 
6. Is it possible for judges to determine the level of a performer's proficiency 
based solely on gesture? 
Cello performances were used as the stimuli in this study so that 1 could 
utilize my expertise as a cellist to analyze and explain if/when necessary the 
technical aspects of the performances. Ericsson's considerable research on 
expertise (Ericsson & Charness, 1994; Ericsson, Krampe & Tesch-Rômer, 1993; 
Ericsson & Smith, 1991) determined that ten years was the average amount of 
time necessary to achieve expertness. This time frame was found to be 
extremely accu rate not just for music but also for sports, arts, and science 
(Ericsson & Charness, 1994, p. 238). 
Participants in the current study were non-musicians, meaning they had no 
or limited formai musical training. Ali of them had participated in classroom music 
programs and a few had a year or two of private musical tuition. None of the 
participants were expert musicians as defined by Ericsson & Charness (1994). 
The participants were asked to evaluate cello intonation, timbre, steadiness, 
emotion and overall impression. Intonation is pitch accuracy, timbre is tone 
quality, and steadiness refers to the pulse or tempo. Emotion is the subjective 
expression performers inculcate in his or her performance. 
Previous studies relating to assessment, competitions, adjudicators, 
modes of evaluation and the ways non-musical aspects affect performance are 
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discussed in Chapter Two. Chapter Three explains in depth the preparation and 
method used in this study. The results are presented in the Chapter Four. 
Finally, the discussion section brings the preceding analyses together, evaluates 
the validity of the hypotheses, draws conclusions for educators concerning how 
to strengthen the audition process, and suggests future lines of research that are 
likely to be fruitful. 
With shows such as "X-factor," "American Idol," and "Pop-star" dominating 
network television at the present time, physical appearance and visual 
performance seem to govern and overshadow the technical and auditory qualities 
of performance. It has consequently become relevant in today's society to 
understand which aspects most affect audience perceptions of performance 
quality. However, such understanding is important not only for television 
contests. Classical music is increasingly penetrating the mainstream (think of 
Charlotte Church, Bond, Joshua Bell, and Vanessa Mae, to name a few artists) 
and, therefore, is affected by the changing perceptions of what is important in a 
performance. Visual components of a performance affect performance ratings, 
and more information is needed to better understand how. Is public opinion the 
reason musicians memorize their repertoire to begin with? What if the manner in 
which performers walk on stage has a significant effect on an adjudicator's 
evaluation of their performance? What would performers do if they found out that 
their gestures and emotive involvement alter an audition panel's decision? This 
dissertation aims to answer these questions for the circumstances presented. 
5 
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A great deal of research and analysis has been published ta date on the 
art of performance. However, with each new article or book comes a new 
question. This chapter will attempt to amalgamate and analyze the relevant 
research in arder to answer the six questions presented in the introduction. The 
current chapter discusses performance, then the types of assessment, who 
makes assessments, followed by research concerning the relevant musical 
aspects moving on to non-musical research such as attraction theory and finally a 
look at memory. 
As with every topic in life, music research inspires a wide variety of 
dialogues ranging from varying musical and technical interpretations of a single 
score to differing opinions of results in an academic paper. On what basis does a 
performer give a good performance? When is a performance spectacular? And 
what is the difference between a good performance and an excellent one? 
These are not easy questions to answer: 
Given the epistemological gap between musical and conceptual thought, 
forms of words are not readily available to distinguish objectively between 
the good and the mediocre performance. (Johnson, 1997, p. 271) 
Intonation and accurate rhythmic execution of a score may demonstrate the 
ability to read music and a level of technical proficiency, but something less 
tangible is involved in a great performance. Musicianship is also communicated. 
The combination of technique and musicianship is something beyond mechanics; 
it is the Gestalt of the experience, something that transcends the score. 
A good performance is something that finds a balance between technique 
and artistry (Johnson, 1997). Leopold Mozart was quoted as saying "everything 
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depends on good execution" whereas C.P.E. Bach believed that it was most 
important to "play from the soul, not like a trained bird" (Johnson, 1997, p. 279). A 
combination of the two is optimal. Technique can never overcome poor 
musicianship but technique is necessary for achieving a musically satisfying 
performance (Johnson, 1997). 
Deciding what performance was musically satisfying involves assessment, 
by the performer, an instructor, evaluator or audience member. Musicians 
engage in self-assessment, both subconsciously and consciously every time they 
play. On the subconscious level, neural networks allow for higher order 
patterning, or patterns of patterns, referred to by music psychologists as a 
hierarchy in the mental construct or schemata (Carson, 1998; Gordinho, 1992; 
Hallam, 1992; 1997; Koestler, 1964; Piaget, 1969; Sioboda, 1985). These 
schemata are created after a number of related movements have been made. 
Schemata are fundamental to the development of musical memory and the 
physical movements necessary to play any instrument. 
Schmidt, who studied mental representations as they applied to human 
kinetics and physical education, built his "Schema Theory" (1975), based on 
Bartlett's 1932 book Remembering: A Study in Experimental and Social 
Psychology. Bartlett's book described memory experiments and expressed his 
ideas of memory as a social psychology where the manner in which people 
remember events was dependent on that individual's cultural context. Schmidt 
expanded this schema theory and explained that after a number of related 
physical movements have been made, one starts to create a schema, comprised 
of four aspects: 
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1) Initial Conditions - This is the state of the body and the environment 
2) Recall Schema - This examines past experiences and response 
specifications (e.g. the motor programmes) required to complete the task 
3) Recognition Schema - This evaluates the success of a movement and 
determines whether it matched the expectations. Sensory Consequences and 
Response Outcomes are also terms for this phenomenon. Sensory 
Consequences are the feedback from the senses during and after the movement 
and Response Outcome refers to one's knowledge of the results and their 
subjective reinforcement. 
4) Error Labeling - This results if there is a mismatch between the desired 
outcome and the actual outcome. 
The importance of schema expansion is that it allows the brain to detect 
sequential regularities. These schemata also discover, and th en eliminate, 
redundancies through consistent detection of sequences. When a musician is 
rehearsing, this detection and elimination leads to mistake eradication. When 
music is understood cognitively, automatization can fill in the details while the 
auditory sense monitors the outcome (Hallam, 1992). This is how subconscious 
to conscious self-assessment occurs. The conscious mind is that which reasons, 
thinks and makes meaning of things. The subconscious is similar to a recording 
device, which filters and stores information judged or reasoned by the conscious 
mind. The unconscious mind is a database of things without judgment, including 
records of the past and present. The subconscious filters data from the conscious 
to the unconscious, and likewise, from the unconscious through to the conscious, 
in the form of ideas and inspirations (Carson, 1998). 
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Discussing the two spheres - subconscious and conscious - in terms of 
direct musical meaning, consciousness is the center of practice, and the 
subconscious is the center of performance (MacKinnon, 1938). During practice, 
the physiological motor memory, or haptic system, builds its schemata, knowing 
where the individual notes are on the instrument, the association of the notes on 
the page to the placement of the finger on the fingerboard, and the intricacies that 
exist when sightreading music. With a stringed instrument, one also must 
consider the technical element of the bow in combination with the placement of 
the fingers - an added complication most people do not properly appreciate. To 
maximize performance on the instrument many elements must come together 
perfectly at the exactly the same time. These include, but are not limited to, the 
exact weight to apply, the location on the bow, the angle of the bow, the length of 
bow to use, on which string or strings to play, the precise location between the 
bridge and the fingerboard where the bow should be, and how fast to pull or push 
the bow. Ali these considerations are just part of what goes into the production of 
one note. It is impossible for ail these actions to occur at the speed of conscious 
thought. In order to provide the desired sound, the subconscious mind is 
responsible for learning these movements, and for remembering their sequence. 
It is important to recognize that musicians are continually engaged in 
subconscious and conscious self-assessment. Their "ability to effectively 
evaluate their own performances ... is an essential skill to acquire if inde pendent 
musicianship is to be achieved" (Hewitt, 2001, p. 308). At some point, though, 
the musician moves from the practice room to the performance stage. This is 
when the performance moves from personal to public, and assessment occurs. 
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Assessment 
Gooisby (1999) stated that there are four main types of assessment. Each type is 
dependent on the environment of the performance. To say any one type is 
dominant belies the truth, as they are often interwoven and occur simultaneously. 
These types of assessment are: 
i) Diagnostic 
ii) Placement 
iii) Formative 
iv) Summative 
Before students receive musical instruction, a diagnostic assessment may be 
administered. Its purpose is to assess students' strengths, weaknesses, and 
knowledge. For example, most music colleges will require prospective students to 
complete a diagnostic theory test and history paper. Some institutions use the 
results as a form of placement assessment, while others use them to better grasp 
the prospective student's ability level. The function of the diagnostic assessment 
is to provide instructors with tools to shape curriculum content to meet the 
students' needs. 
Placement assessment differs from diagnostic assessment as it 
determines an individual's level of ability in order to properly place him or her in 
an activity, orchestra, program or class. This type of assessment is an integral 
element in a musician's career, regardless of their ability. Professional and youth 
orchestras use this type of assessment in auditions to find the persons they feel 
are most competent for the posts available. 
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A formative approach, which is an interactive process, is the type of 
assessment most frequently used during a music lesson. Instructors listen to 
performers, assess their ability and then give corrective, directive explanations to 
help students improve. Instructors provide relevant and constructive suggestions 
tailored to a students learning style, intended to help the student develop tools to 
engage in self-reflection. 
When musicians prepare programs or rehearse works for performance, 
they are preparing for a summative type of assessment. The music they present 
is the final product, which they feel is of a standard that deserves to be shared 
with others. Evaluators in the current study gave summative assessments. The 
findings, however, are not confined to summative assessment situations, but are 
relevant to ail types of assessment. 
Understanding the types of assessments which performers will experience 
still does not resolve the question intrinsic to assessment itself. "How does one 
objectively assess an art that is inherently personal and individu al, and exists 
through, rather than in, time?" (Daniel, 2001, p. 215) First, applying common 
values to a phenomenon that is so individual is difficult (Dixon 2000 in Bergee, 
2003, p. 138). The experience of a performance is a product of a 
biological/physical process and should therefore be subject to rational analysis 
(Johnson, 1997, p. 275). In order to analyze something though, one must be able 
to accurately articulate one's opinion, sentiments and instincts. In my opinion, it 
is not possible to reduce a work of art to a set of verbal statements or to 
formulate an objective, infallible analysis of a performance. To rationally dissect 
holistic judgments is not something that the human brain can successfully 
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accomplish (Dennett, 1991). And what makes this process so difficult is that a 
performance is essentially ephemeral. Live competition situations are aurai 
events that unfold across time and cannot be re-evaluated after the fact, unless 
they are taped. The evaluation is immediate, it is entirely subjective on the part 
of the evaluator, and it is final. 
Performance as competition 
Diagnostic assessment from teachers, peers and audience members are 
necessary for students to improve their skills (Daniel, 2001). Summative and 
formative assessments are used in competitions to evaluate student performance 
levels on a specific occasion. At the expert level, musical competitions often 
launch the professional solo or chamber careers of many aspiring musicians. 
For cellists, perhaps the best known contest is The Rostropovich Cello 
Competition, ail of whose winners have gone on to impressive international 
careers with some returning to adjudicate at the competition. 
Competition and festival results not only affect aspiring young musicians. 
They also affect music programs: "The fact remains that competitions and 
festivals with ratings are a part of the modern-day American music education 
experience" (Ponick, 2001, p. 23). On a generallevel, since the 1950s, music 
festivals have been a staple on the annual calendar of music educators in 
Canada and the United States. Many communities view the success of various 
school ensembles at festivals as indicative of the quality of that school's music 
program (Green & Vogan, 1991; Maranzano, 2000). Festivals evaluate students 
based on a standard, but competitions require them to compete against each 
other for ratings. Even though adjudicators at competitions and festivals have 
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little opportunity to provide anything beyond superficial critiques based on a 
snapshot in time, the effect of their critiques should not be underestimated. 
Adjudicators 
There are three variables in ail assessment situations: 
1. The number of adjudicators 
2. The mode of evaluation 
3. The adjudicators' experience 
Research has been done on each variable to try to create standards. Like ail 
research, this includes multiple opinions and points of view. 
1. Size of adjudication groups 
Reliability in an experiment is the consistency of measurement, or the 
repeatability of your measurement. It can be difficult to obtain reliability in 
evaluations, but having a greater number of adjudicators improves reliability 
(Abeles, 1973; Bergee, 1995; 2003; Ekholm, 1997; Fiske, 1977a; 1977b; 
Saunders & Holohan, 1997; Thompson & Williamon, 2003; Zdzinski & Bames, 
2002). Fiske (1977b, p. 23) reported results from a study conducted in 1939 by 
psychologist H. Eysenck who asked subjects to rate monochrome pictures and 
found that having seven to ten judges as opposed to a smaller number 
significantly improves the reliability. In order to obtain 90% consistency, he found 
that 150 evaluators were needed. Thompson and Williamon (2003, p. 37) 
suggested 20 evaluators, although they also noted that it is "clearly impractical to 
use large numbers of evaluators in most real performance situations". Far too 
often, three or fewer adjudicators evaluate a music festival or audition, whereas 
five is a recommended minimum (Bergee, 2003, p. 139). 
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Abeles (1973) found that giving specifie criteria to between nine and 
eleven adjudicators resulted in consistently high inter-judge reliability. Saunders 
and Holohan (1997) and Ekholm (1997) supported criteria-based evaluations to 
help improve reliability. 
2. Mode of Evaluation 
According to a review by Zdzinski's (1991) of solo instrument performance 
measurement literature, the first systematic research undertaken on performance 
evaluation was carried out by Watkins in a 1942 study using cornets. Exercises of 
increasing difficulty were developed to determine the performers' sight reading 
proficiency. Watkins selected the content from cornet method books and asked 
students at different levels to play them. Based on the results, these melodies 
were re-ordered according to difficulty and re-administered to the cornet players; 
this approach provided reliable measures. From this data, the Watkins-Farnum 
Performance Scale was developed (Watkin & Farnum, 1954). The original sight-
reading excerpts for cornet were transposed for other band instruments, and 
when the Watkins-Farnum Scale was administered to judge student proficiency, it 
had high reliability coefficients (Zdzinski, 1991, p. 48). Unfortunately, the 
evaluation parameters did not include musicality, intonation, tone quality, or 
phrasing which consequently invited suspicions of validity problems. Zdzinski 
found that despite this deficit, and even though other performance scales were 
available, numerous music education dissertations using this measure had been 
written weil into the mid 1980's (See Zdzinski, 1991, p. 48 for more details). 
Abeles (1973) used the facet-factorial methodological approach to devise 
six main factors for clarinet evaluation. This quantitative method involved 
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analyzing music educators' descriptions of the auditory aspects of a music 
performance and generating 54 descriptive statements. Abeles added 40 
addition al statements derived from descriptive adjectives used in related previous 
research. These statements were organized using an a priori theoretical structure 
developed by Hosmer (1949) to create an evaluative tool for raters. Using a 
factor analysis, Abeles reduced these to six factors, which became the basis for 
his Clarinet Performance Rating Scale (CPRS). The six factors were 
interpretation/musical effect, intonation, rhythm/continuity, tempo, articulation and 
tone. Using this scale Abeles determined that with nine to eleven evaluators, 
high inter-judge reliability was possible. 
8ased on this quantitative facet-factorial methodological approach other 
researchers have since created similar evaluation scales for most instruments. 
Table 1 (p. 17) summarizes, according to instrument family, the criteria 
considered appropriate for evaluators to consider during adjudication. 
Research has been undertaken to determine variables that affect judge 
reliability. According to Fiske (1977b), an adjudicator's own performing ability 
has no bearing on his/her ability to evaluate others. An earlier study by Fiske 
(1975) concluded that even when the adjudicator's instrument was the same as 
the performers, there was no increase in reliability of the adjudicator's ratings. 
Zumpella (1993) supported these findings with his own thesis work. 
Although criteria-based adjudication improves reliability in evaluation, how 
realistic it is as a manner of assessment and whether it can even be justified are 
points of contention (Thompson & Williamon, 2003, p. 22). There has been 
disagreement on whether to use criteria versus holistic evaluation. Fiske (1977b) 
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Table 1 - Summary of facet factorial evaluation scales by instrument 
Researchers 
Interpretation/ 
Musical Effect J J J 
Intonation J J J 
Rhythm/Continuity J J J J J 
Tempo J J J J 
Articulation J 
Tone J J J J J 
Technique J J J J 
Diction J 
Suitability J 
Vibrato J 
Number of 
1= Factors included in that instrument facet facto rial 
felt judges should make only holistic judgements, a viewpoint supported by Kim 
(2000) and Mills (1991). Mills wrote: 
As a holistic assessor, 1 feel that 1 am considering the performance in its 
own terms ... Holistic assessment feels musical, to the extent that 
assigning a single mark or grade to a performance could ever feel musical. 
But as a segmented assessor, it seems that 1 must turn the performance 
into something less coherent than music before 1 may assess it. (Mills, 
1991,p.173) 
When Mills ran a study using both a holistic rating and a 12-category segmented 
assessment scheme, she found that 71 % of the holistic rating variability was 
accounted for by the mark scheme (p. 179). Her complaint was that researchers 
appear to be more concerned with the unaccounted for 29% than with the 
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accountability that the 71 % allows. She presented the possibility that a 
segmented marking scheme may in fact be neglecting 29% of actual assessment 
and that there might not be any assessment advantage to using a mark scheme 
over a holistic judgement. In her opinion a holistic assessment was more 
credible musically and was a more realistic representation of how people make 
informai judgements on a daily basis when Iistening to music of their choice. 
Although Mills' article was intended for music educators dealing with the 
complications of classroom assessment, and was motivated by a newly 
implemented National Curriculum in England effective as of 1992, her points are 
valid for ail types of assessment. Johnson (1997, p. 275) argued for a holistic 
approach to performance assessment and asked assessors to use "aesthetic 
terms" in order to listen to or view "the art-object in and for itself'. Using aesthetic 
terms however does not establish that an individual has in fact experienced the 
performance aesthetically. Kim (2000) found inconclusive results regarding the 
effect of using a rating scale and stated that "the attempt to compartmentalize 
one's reactions and judgements is, to some extent, an artificial and needless, 
time-consuming operation" (Kim, 2000, p. 33). Kim's study was based on 
research by Wapnick et al. (1993) who examined judge consistency rather than 
reliability. They found that "neither the use of musical scores nor the use of 
ratings scales improved subject consistency" (Wapnick et aL, 1993, p. 290). 
When individuals make a holistic judgement, they do so on the basis of 
their own musical understandings, expectations, schemata and personal 
constructs (Thompson, Diamond and Balkwill, 1998, p. 155). Thompson et al. 
(1998) asked their evaluators to use a repertory grid to explicate which constructs 
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were used to assess and distinguish between expert performances. They found 
that adjudicators "invoked both personal and shared constructs when evaluating 
and distinguishing performances" (p. 172). The most important word in that 
description is "personal", highlighting the fact that evaluators do not necessarily 
share the same notions of what factors make a good performance. Thompson et 
al. felt that if standardized criteria were to be implemented, they should be 
"context specifie and regularly updated" (Thompson et aL, 1998, p. 172). 
Thompson and Williamon (2003) supported the notions of Thompson et al. 
(1998) saying that: 
... holistic marking schemes seem to maintain the highest level of 
ecological validity by keeping the degree of intervention into the existing 
evaluation process to a minimum. By contrast, segmented marking 
systems sacrifice an amount of ecological validity in favour of greater post 
hoc utility. (Thompson & Williamon, 2003, p. 25) 
ln the event that an assessor is required to rate a performance based on specifie 
criteria and also give a holistic rating, Thompson and Williamon stressed that 
specifie directives must be given to clarify how the evaluator is meant to arrive at 
the holistic mark. If an evaluator arrives at his overall mark based on a 
mathematical summation of the previous criteria, then this is not a true holistic 
rating. In their study Thompson and Williamon had only three evaluators assess 
performances and their results did not support Fiske's (1977b) findings that a 
holistic assessment was more reliable th an a segmented one. Thompson and 
Williamon felt that their methodology, which was akin to a realistic assessment 
situation, was no less reliable than methodologies which were more stringent and 
less realistic (i.e. those of Mills, 1991, and Thompson et aL, 1998). They also felt 
that due to difficulties in comparing similar studies, the development of an 
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industry standard performance assessment research tool was amply justified 
(Thompson and Williamon, 2003 p. 33). 
The training of assessors is another topic that has interested researchers. 
Mills (1991, p. 176) questioned whether training assessors to become more 
reliable in segmented assessment would be possible. In her study Ekholm 
(1997) found it would not, nothing that although students who received training 
found it helpful to know what to listen for, such training did not increase intra-
judge reliability and that experts had significantly higher intra-judge reliability than 
did the trained students in her study. More recently Stanley, Brooker and Gilbert 
(2002) reiterated that training examiners in both holistic and criteria-based 
assessment strategies could provide students with more specific and 
comprehensive feedback. In a controlled research context, perhaps empirical 
results could still be attained to support the idea of training assessors. However, 
Wittgenstein's philosophy that meaning is ail about context is as valid in this 
discussion as in one about language or life. In this context, that which has 
meaning is the performance. Wittgenstein believed that one do es not learn to 
make an assessment Olby taking a course in it, but through 'experience'" 
(Wittgenstein, 1968, p. 227). We learn to experience through experience 
(Bruner, 1986, p. 95) and as Johnson (1997, p. 278) points out, "musical 
performances [are] a 'domain of action', governed, valued, and hence assessed, 
through experience of its possible worlds." 
3. Adjudicator experience 
When dealing with issues of assessment, many types of evaluators have 
been used. Johnson (1997) supported the use of experts and stated that 
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adjudicators must be able to focus their attention on the expressive import of a 
performance and should not be affected by any "emotional baggage" that may 
interrupt their concentration (p. 275). Many researchers have supported 
Johnson's views by using experts in their studies (Abeles, 1973; Bergee, 2003; 
Davidson & da Costa Coimbra, 2001; Fiske, 1975; Saunders & Holohan, 1997; 
Thompson, Diamond & Balkwill, 1998; Thompson & Williamon, 2003; Zdzinski & 
Barnes, 2002). Music majors, either undergraduate or graduate, were used when 
possible to assess performances (Bergee, 1995; Blom & Poole, 2004; Cassidy & 
Sims, 1991; Daniel, 2001; 2004; Duerksen, 1972; Elliott, 1995; Fiske, 1977a; 
Geringer & Madsen, 1984; 1998; Gillespie 1997; Goydke, Altenmüller, Mëller & 
Münte, 2004; Repp, 1997; Ryan, Wapnick, Lacaille, & Darrow, 2006; Wapnick et 
al., 1993; Wapnick, Darrow, Kovacs & Dalrymple, 1997; Wapnick, Mazza & 
Darrow 1998; 2000; Wapnick, Ryan, LaCaille & Darrow, 2004; Wapnick, Ryan, 
Campbell, Deek, Lemire & Darrow, 2005; Williamon, 1999). In some studies, 
students under the age of 18 were used (Brittin, 2000; 2002; Duke, 1989; 
Geringer & Worthy, 1999; LeBlanc & Cote, 1983; LeBlanc & Sherrill, 1986; 
McCrary, 1993; Ryan & Costa-Giomi, 2004; Teo, 2005). Studies relating to self or 
peer assessment used evaluators of variety of ages (Bergee, 1993; 1997; Bergee 
& Cecconi-Roberts, 2002; Daniel, 2001; Hewitt, 2001). 
Ekholm (1997) used experts and undergraduate music students in her 
study and found that the experts had higher inter-judge reliability than did the 
students. She also found that learning to play an instrument at a high level does 
not develop the ability to evaluate reliably. 
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Kim (2000) purposely used experienced and inexperienced judges in her 
study to see how different evaluators rated performances. Contradicting the 
results of Wapnick et al. (1993), Kim found that both types of evaluators were 
more consistent with their ratings when they used a score and, interestingly, that 
experienced adjudicators were less consistent in evaluating rhythm and tempo 
when they did not use a score. In addition, the experienced and inexperienced 
assessors disagreed on which performance they felt was best. 
Sergee led a series of studies to determine the relationship between self-
assessment, peer evaluation and instructor/expert evaluation at the schoollevel 
(Bergee, 1993; 1997; Sergee & Cecconi-Roberts, 2002). His results consistently 
demonstrated that peer evaluations were significantly higher th an instructor 
assessments, and that self-assessments did not correlate highly with instructor 
evaluations. Sergee (1993) also found that an assessor's prior acquaintance with 
the performer by did not seem to affect evaluations. This result contradicted 
findings reported by Davidson and da Costa Coimbra (2001) in which when 
assessors knew their candidates, they awarded higher ratings (p. 34). 
ln their descriptive study of peer-evaluation, Siom & Poole (2004) received 
comments suggesting that students felt it was much easier to assess a 
performance given on an instrument they played as opposed to one on an 
instrument different to their own. For example, a pianist felt it would be easier to 
evaluate fellow pianists, and harder to rate cellists. These students also felt that 
because of their knowledge of their primary instrument, their ratings of 
performance on these might be more severe than for ones on other instruments. 
No evidence was presented by Siom & Poole to support or refute these 
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perceptions. Wapnick et al. (2004, p. 12) found the opposite to be true. Piano 
majors gave higher ratings to pianists than did evaluators who played other 
instruments. Similar findings were reported in Wapnick et al. (2005). 
There is little evidence to describe the characteristics of an expert 
adjudicator. Banister (1991) found that adjudication experience did not affect 
assessor ratings. Other investigators disagreed with this finding that experienced 
adjudicators rated performances differently than did inexperienced on es 
(DeCarbo, 1982; Kim, 2000; Winter, 1989; Zumpella, 1993). Evaluators with 
fewer than five years of experience gave significantly lower ratings th an those 
with five or more years of experience (Zumpella, 1993, p. 109) and individuals 
with at least eleven years of teaching experience made the most consistent 
adjudicators (DeCarbo, 1982). 
The best adjudicators are those who adequately answer the research 
questions at hand. Provided these questions were praperly constructed, perhaps 
the general public could be effective evaluators. By choosing to attend a concert, 
audience members express interest in the offered pragram. It stands to reason 
that thraugh experience, they will develop their own opinions of what 
distinguishes a good performance fram a great one. Therefore, if questioned, 
how would audience members evaluate a performance? Wou Id their ratings 
differ fram those of an expert? If so, how would they differ and in what way might 
they be similar? If a piece was technically difficult and a performer executed it 
piece with aplomb, would an expert's ratings be inflated due to their appreciation 
of the work's difficulty? Who would be the more valid assessor of that 
performance? These are compelling questions that deserve further investigation. 
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For the present study, members of the general public were used ta better 
understand how people with limited or no formai musical training evaluate 
performance quality. 
Specifie aspect research 
As shawn in Table 1 (p.18), Zdzinski & Bames (2002) developed a String 
Performance Rating Scale (SPRS). Based on descriptive statements by string 
teachers, 28 items were reduced to five main categories or factors. 
1. Interpretation/Musical Effect 
2. Articulation/Tone 
3. Intonation 
4. Rhythm/Tempo 
5. Vibrato 
Intonation & Tone 
A brass facet-factorial study (Bergee, 1988) grouped tone and intonation as one 
factor, and a woodwind facet-factorial (Abeles, 1973) treated tone, articulation 
and intonation as individual factors. These differences are understandable given 
the manner in which one plays a brass or woodwind instrument as compared with 
a stringed instrument. For a string player the right hand controls articulation and 
the majority of tone quality production. The left hand with its finger placement is 
in charge of intonation. For brass players ail three facets are controlled through 
air production and embouchure, as valve production guides the air through 
appropriate pipe work for a particular note. With woodwind instruments, finger 
placement can affect intonation independently from air production. 
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When rating intonation, individuals identified decreases in pitch with 
significantly more accuracy than they identified increases in pitch (Geringer & 
Madsen, 1984, p. 203). In addition, they were unable to concentrate on pitch 
without being influenced by timbre, and they were unable to concentrate on 
timbre without being affected by pitch (Krumhansl & Iverson, 1992). Krumhansl & 
Iverson's suggested "that timbres may be encoded more in absolute terms" while 
pitch is encoded more in relative terms (p. 747). Bergee (1995) found that his 
evaluators had difficulty perceptually separating tone and intonation ratings. He 
also found that tone quality and intonation ratings correlated strongly with ove rail 
holistic evaluations. Wapnick and Freeman (1980) asked undergraduate music 
students to compare pairs of clarinet notes and state whether they thought the 
second note was fiat, sharp or the same. Using an audio equalizer, some tones 
had been altered from their original recordings so they were now brighter or 
darker. Wapnick and Freeman found that when notes with a darker timbre 
followed brighter tones, they were associated with flatness and when bright tones 
followed darker timbre notes, they were associated with sharpness. Geringer 
and Worthy (1999) asked evaluators (music and non-music majors and high 
school students) to evaluate tones from three different instruments, clarinet, 
trumpet and trombone. Pitch findings supported those found of Wapnick and 
Freeman (1980). As for instrument effect, brighter tone qualities for clarinet 
pitches were given lower ratings than the dark timbres. The reverse was true for 
brass instruments: brighter timbres were preferred over dark ones. 
Approaching timbre from an alternative angle, Goydke et al. (2004) used 
high temporal resolutions of electroencephalograms (EEG) to understand how 
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non-musicians comprehend the emotional content of a single tone, and how 
alterations in instrument and pitch affect this perception. They found that subjects 
not attending to the differences in stimuli (the control group) had the same brain 
activations as those subjects who were asked to react to the deviant pitches, 
tones or timbres. Neurologically, the speed with which pitch and timbre were 
processed suggested that categorization of these three musical components 
occurs automatically (Goydky et al., 2004, p. 358), which suggests a biological 
explanation for the findings of Geringer & Madsen (1984), Krumhansl & Iverson 
(1992) and Bergee's (1995). 
Tempo 
When evaluators rate performances, one aspect over which the performer 
has control, "regardless of which instrument he uses, is the duration of the sound 
events, as weil as of 'non-sound' events (rests and silences)" (Gabrielsson, 1988, 
p.29). Tempo fluctuations are normally governed by implicit musical style-
controlled rules, which lead to certain expectations being placed on evaluations 
of the performance tempo. For example, a Prelude from the Unaccompanied 
Suites by Bach can be approached with a more improvisational attitude than can 
a Minuet, which was written expressly for dance. Wapnick (1987) compared 
piano and harpsichord performances of Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier and found 
that pianists played fast pieces at a faster tempo than harpsichordists, and 
harpsichordists played slow pieces at a faster tempo th an pianists. Neither type 
of performer adhered closely to the tempo markings of editors. 
When non-musicians were asked to rate tempo, increases in tempo were 
easier for them to identify than were decreases (Geringer & Madsen, 1984), but 
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they confused rhythm in the melody with pulse (Brittin, 2000; Duke, 1989). This 
means that when a piece had a faster-moving melodic theme, subjects perceived 
a faster tempo than was actually being played. Musicians, pianists specifically, 
also rated performances differently according to tempo. Pianists who participated 
in Wapnick et al.'s (2005) study rated slower piano performances higher than 
they rated faster ones. There was no c1ear pattern found in non-pianist 
evaluations. 
T empo-based preferences have also appeared in studies using younger 
evaluators. Fast tempo pieces were preferred to slow tempo pieces by students 
as young as seven years of age (Brittin, 2000; LeBlanc & Cote, 1983; Sims, 
1987). This preference peaked at fourteen years of age, and was reversed with 
seventeen-year-olds preferring slow tempo pieces to fast tempo pieces (Wapnick, 
1976). 
Expression (Interpretation/Musical Effect) 
Ratings of expressivity in performance have been shown to be strongly correlated 
with the overall judgement (Abeles, 1973; Bergee, 1993; Thompson et al., 1998), 
although not consistently (Bergee, 1995). Female evaluators were more affected 
by the emotional expressiveness of a performance than were male ones 
(Kamenetsky, Hill & Trehub, 1997). 
When adjudicators evaluate expression, variations in dynamic contrast 
contribute significantly more to expressive ratings than do tempo contrasts 
(Kamenetsky, Hill & Trehub, 1997). Kamenetsky et al. speculated: 
... variations in dynamics, unlike those in tempo, might be interpretable by 
extrapolation from speech contexts, that is, in terms of expressive 
conventions in language. It is possible, moreover, that changes in 
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dynamics are not arbitrary expressive devices but are "naturally" 
expressive and, therefore, universally interpretable. (Kamenetsky, Hill & 
Trehub, 1997, p. 157). 
Language-based studies of perceived emotion in a spoken sentence have found 
ratings to be most affected by the mean level of the vocal cues and the range of 
the fundamental frequency (Pihan, Altenmüller, Hertrich & Achermann, 2000; 
Scherer, 1988; Williams & Stevens, 1972). Low frequencies were related to 
sadness and high frequencies to happiness. With musical stimuli, the auditory 
processing stream quickly classified the emotional quality but Goydke et al. 
(2004) were unable to determine from their findings how the emotional quality 
was neurologically separated from the timbre. 
Davidson ran an innovative study in 1993, in which she asked participants 
to distinguish between deadpan, normal and exaggerated expression levels in 
performances. Using the three conditions of visual, visual and sound, and sound 
only, she asked musicians to rate the expressivity of the performances on a 
Likert-type scale. She found that in the audio-only condition, the musicians were 
not able to distinguish between the normal and exaggerated expression 
performances. Evaluators in the visual or visu al and sound conditions did 
discriminate between the normal and exaggerated performances. This led 
Davidson to speculate that "vision can be more informative than sound in the 
perceiver's understanding of the performer's expressive intentions" (Davidson, 
1993, p. 112). 
Non-musical elements of evaluation 
Jane Davidson opened her 1993 article with a quote from Schumann 
which beautifully articulates the effect of non-musical elements on a performance; 
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Within a few seconds tenderness, boldness, exquisiteness, wildness 
succeed on another; the instrument glows and flashes under the master's 
hands ... He must be heard and seen; for if Liszt played behind a screen a 
great deal of poetry would be lost (Schumann quoted Morgenstern 1956, 
p. 155 and quoted Davidson, 1993, p. 103). 
During a performance ail musicians present so much more than their musical 
interpretation of any given work. Personal presentation has always been an 
important part of a performance and has even become part of one university's 
self-assessment criteria for students (Daniel, 2001). Students at James Cook 
University, in Australia, are asked to reflect on their "entrance and exit, bowing, 
physical presence and characteristic mannerisms" during a video-taped playback 
of their Concert Practice module end-of-term performance (Daniel, 2001, p. 219). 
Unfortunately, Daniel summarize only how the students reacted to this process of 
self-assessment, and not what replies they gave to the questions asked in the 
self-assessment. Singers, who are themselves the instrument, are often 
"expected to have a public side to her/his performing personality" (Davidson & da 
Costa Coimbra, 2001). Some factors of this performing personality go beyond 
the instrument and are culturally universal, such as physical attractiveness. 
Attraction Theory 
Perhaps the most significant visual element which a member of the 
audience will attend to is the physical attractiveness of the performer. 
Understanding the basics of literature on attraction is vital to properly interpreting 
the data collected. Attraction became a recognized area of study by scholars in 
the early 1970's (Berry, 2000; Feingold, 1992). It has since blossomed into an 
elaborate field whose aim is to understand human interactions through various 
approaches: evolutionary theories of attraction (Berry, 2000; Berry & Miller, 2001; 
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Feingold, 1992; Grammer, Kruck, Juette & Fink, 2000; Gutierres, Kenrick & 
Partch, 1999; Stewart, Stinnett & Rosenfeld, 2000); courtship signais for control 
(Grammer et aL, 2000); alternate attraction variables and their effect on our 
perceptions and stereotyping (Feingold, 1992; Ilari, 2001; Johnson, Trawalter & 
Dovidio, 2000; Lydon, Meana, Sepinwall, Richards & Mayman, 1999; Wapnick, 
1997; 1998; 2000; Zillman & Bhatia, 1989); desired characteristics according to 
relationship type (Stewart et aL, 2000), and the role of attraction in cross-sex 
friendships (Reeder, 2000). 
Many studies support the evolutionary theory of attraction, which is based 
on the notion that our ancestors evolved preferences for features now considered 
"attractive" because of the reproductive advantages those preferences ultimately 
yielded (Berry & Miller, 2001, p. 63). Preferences differ according to sex, 
according to a meta-analysis of 180 studies (Feingold, 1992). Women are 
considered to have a higher investment in their offspring and th us have more to 
lose from making a poor mate choice than do men (Kenrick, Neuberg, Zierk & 
Krones, 1994; Feingold, 1992; Grammer et aL, 2000; Gutierres et aL, 1999; 
Stewart et al., 2000). Consequently, with every new male interaction, females set 
about to subtly gain as much information as possible about that male (Grammer 
et aL, 2000). This information forms the basis of their first impressions, which 
generally are shown to be quite accurate (see Ambady & Rosenthal, 1992, for 
meta-analysis). Grammer et al. (2000) observed initial cross-sex interactions, 
and while both men and women showed non-verbal signs of courtship, they 
found men reacted to the preceding act(s) of the female. The females controlled 
the male verbal output through their non-verbal cues, primarily by the frequency 
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with which they nodded their heads. From these initial interactions, studies show 
that women primarily search for a male who is high in social dominance with 
good earning potential and ambition (Berry & Miller, 2001; Feingold, 1992; 
Gutierres et al, 1999; Stewart et aL, 2000). These attributes procure adequate 
resources and security (Gutierres et aL, 1999). Evolutionists believe female 
attraction to older men is due to the inference that they are more established and 
willing to commit to a longterm parenting relationship (Stewart et aL, 2000). Men's 
reproductive value is not as critically linked to age, and therefore there is no gain 
in choosing a male mate based on a preference for physical aUractiveness (Berry 
& Miller, 2001). 
On the other hand, the physical aUractiveness of a woman is the most 
important characteristic for men, ahead of intellect or level of education (Berry & 
Miller, 2001; Buss, 2003; Feingold, 1992; Grammer et aL, 2000; Gutierres et al, 
1999; Stewart et aL, 2000). Attractive physical features in women are considered 
to be advertisements of their fertility and reproductive status, not only in North 
America, but cross-culturally (Berry & Miller, 2001; Feingold, 1992; Grammer et 
aL, 2000; Gutierres et aL, 1999; Stewart et aL, 2000). This explains why men 
have observably beUer initial interactions with physically attractive female 
strangers, th an with unattractive ones (Berry & Miller, 2001; Grammer et aL, 
2000). The other trait most desired trait is adaptability (Stewart et aL, 2000), 
believed to be a predictor of the female's value as a mother and wife (Berry & 
Miller, 2001; Stewart et al, 2000). 
Evidence suggests that both sexes are aware of these evolutionary 
characteristics as crucial to their own success with the opposite sex (Kenrick et 
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aL, 1994; Grammer et al., 2000; Gutierres et aL, 1999). Gutierres et al. found that 
after being exposed to a more physically attractive female, women's self-ratings 
as desirable marriage candidates were negatively affected. Male self-ratings 
were negatively affected after exposure to a more socially dominant male. 
Factors that affected one sex had no effect on the opposite sex. 
From a non-evolutionary stance, culture greatly affects behaviours and 
explains why physical attractiveness has been associated with many stereotypes, 
most of them unfounded (Feingold, 1992). A phenomenon labeled the 
"attractiveness halo effect" (cf. Langlois, Kalakanis, Larson, Hallam, & Smoot, 
2000, for reviews; Fiske, 1977b) occurs when attractive people receive more 
positive interactions and evaluations than unattractive people (Berry & Miller, 
2001; Thornton & Maurice, 1999). And physically attractive people of both sexes 
are perceived to be more sociable, dominant, sexually warm, sophisticated, 
mentally healthy and socially ski lied than less attractive people (Feingold, 1992; 
Zillman & Bhatia, 1989). 
These social stereotypes have been shown to have significant effects on 
people's perceptions, regardless of sex (Feingold, 1992). In one study, facial 
attractiveness affected adult's behaviour, even when attention was not explicitly 
directed to a person's attractiveness (van Leeuwen & Macrae, 2004). Infant 
behaviour was also affected by the attractiveness of adults (Langlois, 1997). In 
Langlois's study, infants avoided unattractive strangers, and male (not female) 
infants approached attractive females more often than they approached 
unattractive females. Infants as young as three months old responded to 
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physically attractive adults, suggesting ideals of aUractiveness are innate 
(Langlois, 1997). 
Characteristics that are perceived as fundamental to a woman's 
attractiveness are related to her health and fitness, and thus to her reproductive 
value. Attractive attributes highly correlated with fertility are waist-hip ratio 
(Singh, 1993), body mass proportion (Tovee, Reinhardt, Emery & Cornelissen, 
1998) and facial symmetry (Berscheid & Reis, 1998; Fink & Penton-Voak, 2002). 
Regardless of culture, men rate women whose waist circumference is 70% of 
their hip circumference as most attractive (Singh, 1993). Although body mass 
index (BMI) proportion is a factor that universally affects attraction, BMI levels 
vary across cultures. Today's Western society views slender women with lower 
BMllevels as attractive while historically, more voluptuous women with higher 
BMllevels were viewed as attractive (Dittmar, Lloyd, Dugan, Halliwell, Jacobs & 
Cramer, 2000; Stice & Whitenton, 2002; Tovee et al., 1998). 
The third attribute, facial symmetry, is also an attraction factor cross-
culturally (Livio, 2002; Hofstetter, 2006). Facial symmetry exists when the "golden 
ratio" or "Phi" ratio of 1 :1.618 is present. Mathematically, Phi is like splitting a line 
at a location where the smaller section (B) of the original line has the same ratio 
to the larger section (A) as (A) has to the whole line. Figure 1 shows the 
mathematical distribution of this ratio. 
Figure 1 - Phi Ratio (Freitag, 2006) 
B 
o~------------------~o~------------o 
A+B 
--,11,-- = 1 .618 
A B = 1.618 
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The Phi or golden ratio, when applied to the face, helps graph its symmetry. The 
head forms a rectangle, with the eyes at the midpoint. In a symmetrical face the 
mouth and nose divide the space between the eyes and the chin in a perfect 
1 :1.618 ratio (Meisner, 2006). In Figure 2, a picture of George Clooney, although 
he is male, helps demonstrate how the golden ratio applies to the human face 
and affects our concept of symmetry. When facial symmetry is not present, it is 
inferred that a deformity exists (Berscheid & Reis, 1998; Fink & Penton-Voak, 
2002) or that the person is more neurotic, less conscientious and less agreeable 
(Noor & Evans, 2003), none of which are considered positive physical features in 
society. Ali of these factors affect the way people rate the attractiveness of 
females. 
Figure 2 - The Golden Ratio, 'Phi', for facial dimensions 
1. 
1. Symmetrical face fram the front (The Science of Love, 2004) 
2. George Clooney with Phi ratio grid 
Midline 
1 
to 
1.618 
ratio 
Although in mate selection physical attractiveness is not as important to 
women as to men, certain specifie characteristics are universally agreed on as 
contributing to male attractiveness. The three most significant attributes are 
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height, a slightly larger than average chest, and erect posture. Wh en a man is 
taller than average, the psychological implication is that he is an individual of 
power and dominance (Cunningham, 1990; Pawlowski, Dunbar & Lipowicz, 2000; 
Pierce, 1996). A slightly larger chest accentuates powerful bearing and erect 
posture is also highly correlated with perceptions of strength, confidence and 
power in males (Barber, 1995; Buss, 2003). 
Physical features of attractiveness have been found to affect evaluations 
by both children and adults. Adam & Cohen (1976) performed an early study in 
which they presented elementary classroom teachers with fictitious folders of 
students between 5 and 7 years of age. Each folder contained identical 
information about a student's academic achievement, behaviour and health. 
However, in folders for each fictitious student two pieces of information were 
varied: family background and a picture of the student smiling. The pictures 
alternated between attractive and unattractive students, both females and males. 
Based on these folders, the teachers were asked to make assessments about 
creativity, intelligence, educational grouping, student-teacher relationships, and 
predictions for future vocational training. Adam and Cohen (1976) found that the 
attractive children received significantly higher judgements than did the less 
attractive students for their expected levels of creativity, intelligence, educational 
grouping and vocational training. The most ironic finding of this study was that 
differences in expectations for student-teacher relationships were not found to be 
significant, although the teachers had judged the students' potential based only 
on their attractiveness. 
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Other attributes that were shown to be affected by a child's attractiveness 
were behavioural expectations (Serketich & Dumas, 1997); personality traits 
(Rind & Gaudet, 1993); maternai behaviour towards infants (Langlois, Ritter, 
Casey & Sawin, 1995); assessment of low quality essays by female student 
(Kaplan, 1978; Landy & Sigall, 1974), and academic performance (see Ritts, 
Patterson & Tubbs, 1992 for review). According to Ramsey & Langlois (2002) 
children also based their evaluations on the attractiveness of female adults or 
children associating positive personality attributes with attractive women and 
negative attributes with unattractive women. 
Recent studies have attempted to understand the effect of physical 
attractiveness on music performance evaluations (Davidson & Da Costa 
Coimbra, 2001; Ryan & Costa-Giomi, 2004; Ryan et aL, 2006; Siddell, 2004; 
Wapnick et aL, 1997; 1998; 2000). Attractive performers, particularly female 
vocalists, received higher performance ratings than did less attractive performers 
(Wapnick et aL, 1997). These results were confirmed again when Wapnick et al. 
(1998) used advanced adult violinists as performing musicians. The more 
attractive violinists received higher performance ratings than did the less 
attractive ones, in both the audiovisual and the audio-only groups. The 
researchers postulated that perhaps as young musicians are learning, the more 
attractive students receive more encouragement than do their less attractive 
peers and that once these students become adults, the attractive musicians do in 
fact play better than the less attractive (Wapnick et al., 1998). The more attractive 
student musicians did receive higher ratings in the audio-only group th an did the 
less attractive ones (Wapnick et aL, 2000). 
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Music-related and academic-based studies, attractiveness has been found 
to affect ratings differently. In music-related studies, the most attractive 
performers were also the best performers (Wapnick et aL, 1997; 1998; 2000) 
while academic-based studies have suggested that those who wrote extremely 
weil received high evaluations regardless of their physical appearance (Kaplan, 
1978; Landy and Sigall, 1974). Physical attractiveness positively affected 
evaluations of female writer's with moderate quality essays (Kaplan, 1978; Landy 
and Sigall, 1974). Attractive females received higher performance ratings than 
less attractive females (Ryan & Costa-Giomi, 2004; Ryan et aL, 2006; Siddell, 
2004; Wapnick et aL, 1997; 1998; 2000), but in contrast, unattractive males 
received higher performance ratings th an attractive males (Ryan & Costa-Giomi, 
2004; Ryan et aL, 2006; Siddell, 2004). The attractiveness bias did have a 
positive effect on performances of moderate quality when non-musician 
elementary school children were used as the evaluators (Siddell, 2004). It is 
possible that this was a sampling anomaly. 
Biases have also been found in other aspects of music performance. 
Adult evaluators gave higher ratings to identical piano performances when they 
believed it was given by a concert pianist than when they believed it was by a 
student seeking admission to graduate school (Duerksen, 1972). Performer race, 
sex (Elliot, 1995; Green, 1997) and age (McCrary, 1993) also affected how 
evaluators rated performances (cf. Bermingham, 2000, for review). In addition 
the sex of evaluators has been found to bias ratings, with female evaluators 
giving higher ratings than males (Boswell, 1991; Kamenetsky, Hill & Trehub, 
1997; Landy & Sigall, 1974; Siddell, 2004; Wapnick et aL, 1997; Wapnick et aL, 
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2000). This is not a consistent finding across ail the research, as sex was not 
significant in numerous studies (Banister, 1991; Davidson & da Costa Coimbra, 
2001; Wapnick et al., 1998; 2004; Zumpella, 1993). 
Gesture 
Visual aspects such as the performer's physical gestures may also affect 
evaluators' ratings of a performance. Previously reviewed were studies relating to 
expressiveness which linked the audio aspects of a performance with the visual 
components. Although the visu al aspect may have provided more information 
about the performer's expressive intentions than did the audio (Davidson, 1993; 
1994; 1995; 1997; Lehmann & Davidson, 2002; McPherson & Schubert, 2004; 
Ryan & Costa-Giomi, 2004), "it is not clear the extent to which body movements 
are considered important criteria in the assessment of musical performance" 
(Davidson & da Costa Coimbra, 2001, p. 35). Specifie gestures are integral to 
expressing specifie musical intentions, such as affect displays which are facial 
and body expressions that reveal emotional states. A recent case study of The 
Corrs' revealed affect displays to be a prominent factor when rating 
expressiveness because the singer amplified "emotional expressions through 
body movement and facial expressions" (Kurosawa & Davidson, 2005, p. 127). 
To date, tips concerning nonverbal behaviour have been provided for singers 
(Davidson & da Costa Coimbra, 2001), but no specifie research exists to help 
instrumentalists understand how their gestures may affect how audience 
members perceive specifie elements of their performance. 
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Memory in Performance 
The use of gestures to enhance a performance may depend on whether or 
not the work has been memorized. During performances "within certain musical 
genres ... social convention and audience expectation are such that performing 
with a notated score would be inconceivable" (Ginsborg, 2004, p. 123). When a 
performer does not need to look at a score, there exists more freedom to 
concentrate on physical aspects, whether nonverbal communication or technical 
aspects of the performance (Ginsborg, 2004). 
The invention of the printing press in the 15th-century made it possible to 
repraduce scores for distribution (Ament, 2006), yet one of the first accounts of a 
score being printed as both a record of composition and for parts was in the 1 ih_ 
century by Frescobaldi (Walls, 2003, p. 54). According to Walls (2003), even in 
18th-century England, justifications for publishing instrumental music were always 
quasi-educational, never for the purpose of performance. Sonatas for violin and 
basso continuo were the only works that "stand out as something of an exception 
in that, from quite early on, a score of some sort was more or less standard" 
(Walls, 2003, p. 53). In paintings used as records of performance practices, 
musicians are normally portrayed clustered araund one score when performing. 
Liszt (1811 - 1886) is credited as the grandfather of solo performance and is 
believed to be the first to perform fram memory (DiSilvio, 2005; Shaw, 2005; 
Walker, 1970). Since then, performance trom memory has become 
commonplace, or as Ginsborg pointed out, social convention. 
Why is it that modern day classical musicians feel the need to memorize 
their pieces for performance? Is it the vanity of wanting to be the centre of 
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attention, not wanting to be "hidden" behind a music stand? Or is it to enable a 
greater sense of communication with the audience, an attempt to maximize their 
freedom of expression? Performing with "a bundle of notes [obstructs] absolute 
freedom of expression and the most direct psychological connection with the 
audience" (Hughes, 1915, p. 595). To memorize a work requires hours of extra 
practice which has been found to increase musical understanding, enhance 
technical proficiency, and increase aurai familiarity with the notes themselves 
(Noyle, 1987; Hallam, 1995a; Williamon, 1999). And in studies concerning 
memory strategies, the need for freedom of expression also encompassed a 
desire for spontaneity (Hallam, 1992; Reubart, 1985). 
Experienced musicians tend to rate memorized performances more highly 
th an non-memorized ones (Williamon, 1999) a fact attributed to the notion that 
memorization exemplifies authority, diligence and conviction. A successful 
performance from memory commands more respect from the performer's peers 
th an one of equal caliber that was not memorized. Williamon also discovered 
that the ove ra Il quality, musicality, technical proficiency and communication of 
ideas were ail improved in a memorized performance. However, only the most 
discriminating expert musician was able to perceive these improved qualities. It 
should be noted that the performances in Williamon's study were ail different from 
each other. Therefore the bias found among musicians could have been based 
on genuine musical differences and not on personal attitudes. 
A skeptic would question whether these slight differences in musicality and 
technique are at ail relevant. If one of the advantages of playing from memory is 
that communication with the audience is enhanced, then anything that helps to 
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improve a performance should be deemed desirable. Music is not performed 
solely for the musical elite, but for ail individuals to enjoy. As Langer (1953) 
pointed out, music is an experience unique to each individual, and is dependent 
on that individual's given state. On the basis of ail the findings discussed above, 
the memorization of music appears to be a publicly advantageous activity. Yet 
the empirical evidence remains largely ambiguous, and this question is an issue 
this thesis aims to resolve. 
Summary 
The evaluation of a performance appears not to be solely based on its 
audio quality. Data from the research presented above highlight that there are 
different elements within a performance that can affect an assessment. The 
mode of evaluation, the number of evaluators, and the amount of experience the 
adjudicator has, have ail appeared to affect how performances are rated. As weil, 
the manner in which a performer presents him- or herself can lead to a number of 
assumptions to be made by evaluators about his or her performance. 
The six questions posed in the introduction of this dissertation have yet to 
be answered satisfactorily. For example, it remains to be seen if non-musicians 
rate a memorized performance more highly th an a non-memorized one. Visual 
aspects such as attractiveness and gesture have been found to affect evaluator 
ratings. To date, though, there are seant data to suggest how these aspects 
affected evaluations of specifie elements su ch as intonation, tone, and pulse. 
Gestures have been Iinked to musician's non-verbal communication of 
expression, but perhaps gestures could also affects the way in which non-
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musician evaluators determine the performer's level of proficiency. These issues 
are the focus of this thesis. 
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~ .. Performers 
Fourteen cella performances were used in this study; eight performers 
were male and six were female. Seven of the cellists were under the age of 
eighteen. Six young cellists fram the Yehudi Menuhin School were videotaped in 
their performance studio. Four performers (ail adults) were videotaped in various 
locations in Southeast England, and the remaining four were recruited in 
Montreal, and were videotaped at the Schulich School of Music, McGili 
University. 
Ali cellists were asked to prepare a movement or dance of their choice 
fram one of the "Unaccompanied Suites" by J.S. Bach. An unaccompanied 
performance forces the evaluator to focus on the soloist without being affected by 
an accompanist (Brittin, 2002). 
Preparation of Materials 
Videotaping 
Using Elliott's (1995) procedure of dubbing to isolate non-musical biases, 
the videotapes were manipulated in order to isolate visual aspects fram auditory 
variables. Cellists were asked to dress in an apprapriate manner for performing at 
a master class which is a less formai setting th an a solo recital, while still being a 
public recital platform. Ali cellists signed a consent form appraved by the McGi11 
University Research Ethics Board (see Appendices A and B) and were 
videotaped as they walked onto the stage, bowed and began their performance. 
They were given the opportunity to retake their performance as many times as 
required until they were satisfied with the quality. 
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The initial performance was recorded on a Canon MV800 Digital Video 
Camcorder (DVC) with the audio mode set to 16-bit resolution. The DVC had a 
400x digital zoom, which provided a clear image. The audio performance was 
also recorded, using a Yoga® EM-268 Uni-directional Stereo Electret Condenser 
microphone attached to a portable Sony MZ-R900 Minidisk Recorder. The 
minidisk was chosen to record the audio performance to ensure that both 
mediums would be digital. It was hoped that recording at the same speed would 
reduce any drift that might have occurred had an analogue medium been used 
instead. 
A second performance of the cellists was video recorded using only the 
Digital Video Camcorder. Although the same pre-performance procedure was 
observed--cellists walked on stage, bowed and began playing--there were two 
differences in this performance. First, the performers were asked to perform with 
a music stand, and second, they were asked to perform in sync with the playback 
trom their original performance. Performers heard this performance via Sony 
SRSA27 speakers which was attached to the mini-disk player. The cellists were 
given as many opportunities to practice the synchronization until they were 
comfortable. 
Synchronizing oneselt with a prior performance was not easy. The cellists 
had to ensure that they used the same bowings, the same fingerings at the same 
tempo and the same vibrato embellishments as in their original performance. 
Numerous takes were required because the hardest part of the exercise was to 
start the piece exactly on time with the original recording, in a manner that looked 
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visually natural. Most of the cellists were conducted by the researcher, who was 
out of sight of the camcorder. 
At the conclusion of the video recording, the cellists answered a 
questionnaire (see Appendix C) which asked their age, gender and what 
instruments they play. They were also asked questions related to practice, 
memorization techniques and performance practices. The questionnaires were 
used to get a broader understanding of each musician's background and 
approach to their musical learning. 
Creation of oVOs and CO 
The video performances were uploaded to an Apple Macintosh G5 
microcomputer via a Firewire cable. Video and audio were edited and 
manipulated using iMovie 4, iDVD 4 and iPhoto 4. 
Visual Only OVO: This DVD had no sound, and displayed the cellists as 
they entered the stage, bowed and began their performance from memory. Clip 
lengths ranged from twenty-six seconds to thirty-seven seconds. Total duration 
of this DVD was seven minutes, twenty-seven seconds. 
Memorized OVO: The second DVD presented both audio and visu al 
material from the original memorized performances, minus the entrance and bow. 
The film was edited so that each clip began after the cellists had sat down and a 
few seconds before they began their performances. Clip lengths ranged trom 
fifty-three seconds to seventy-seven seconds, and ail performances were cut at 
musically appropriate phrases. The totallength of this DVD was fifteen minutes, 
thirty seconds. 
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Oubbed OVO: The third DVD combined the audio of the original 
performances and the visuals from the mimed performances with a music stand 
present. The original memorized performances and the second mimed 
performance were both imported in order to extract the audio and video 
components respectively. The audio clips from the first memorized performance 
were lined up with the visual data from the second performance, dubbing the 
video over the audio. On occasions where the cellists came in slightly after their 
original performance had begun, sm ail edits were made to the audio material to 
ensure that the audio began simultaneously with the visual. To avoid an 
unnatural start to the performance, onsets were not deleted. Fractions of seconds 
were removed from the wavelength of the note in order to line up the audio and 
visual. Ali clips were kept to the same length as the Memorized DVD. Total 
length of this DVD was fifteen minutes, thirty seconds. 
Random 1 and Random2 OVO's: The remaining two DVD's were created 
so that the performances alternated between those that were memorized and 
those that were dubbed. In Random1 cellists numbered one, three, four, six, 
seven, ten and thirteen were randomly selected so that their performances were 
dubbed: these performances were copied from the dubbed DVD. The remaining 
seven memorized performances were taken from the memorized DVD. 
Random2 reversed this process. Cellists numbered two, five, eight, nine, eleven, 
twelve and fourteen appeared in this DVD with a music stand (from the dubbed 
DVD). The remaining cellists' performances were copied from the memorized 
DVD. 
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Audio Only CD: A CD was created using only the audio material from the 
memorized DVD. The audio mate rial was exported from iMovie into Roxio Toast 
Titanium, with expert settings placed for the highest quality. As the CD was an 
exact copy of the Memorized DVD audio material, the totallength of this CD was 
also fifteen minutes and thirty seconds. 
The graphies of the DVD menu page for ail five DVDs were configured 
using appropriate pictures from iPhoto. Ali menus were identical. Finally, the 
DVD's were structured and burned. As a precaution, the DVDs were copied to 
VHS format and the CD was transferred to cassette tape to ensure that the 
presentation to evaluators would not be hampered by technological constraints. 
ln total, five DVD's, five VHS tapes, one CD and one cassette tape were created. 
Creation of Booklets 
ln order to record the participants' ratings, booklets were prepared. The first 
page in the booklet for evaluators assigned to the Visu al Only group, was a short 
questionnaire asking for the participant's age, sex, ethnie background and stage 
of education (see Appendix 0). Using a Likert scale of one to seven, participants 
were asked to rate the following four components for each performer: 
i) How appropriate is the performer's choice of clothing? (1 = extremely 
inappropriate; 7= extremely appropriate) 
ii) How appropriate is the performer's stage behaviour? (1 =extremely 
inappropriate; 7= extremely appropriate) 
iii) How attractive is this person? (1= extremely unattractive; 7= 
extremely attractive) 
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iv) How accomplished does the performer seem to you? (1 = extremely 
unaccomplished; 7= extremely accomplished) 
The performers' outward appearance and behaviour were the focus of the first 
three questions. The fourth question asked evaluators to make a judgement of 
proficiency based solely on the performer's gestures, as no audio stimulus was 
available. After participants had viewed ail fourteen performances, evaluators 
returned their booklets and were debriefed about the purpose of the study. 
Those evaluators assigned to the audiovisual or audio only condition were 
given a slightly longer demographics questionnaire (see Appendix E). They were 
asked their age, sex, ethnie background, stage of education, the extent of their 
experience evaluating performances, whether they had taken private music 
lessons and on what instrument, length of study, and what type of music they 
liked to listen to. The remainder of the questions related to the quality of the 
music performance. Using a seven-point Likert scale, participants were asked to 
rate the following five components for each performer: 
i) How in tune is the performance? (1 = very out of tune; 7 = very in tune) 
ii) What is the sound quality like? (1 = poor tone; 7= excellent tone) 
iii) How steady is the performance? (1 = very unsteady; 7= very steady) 
iv) How much feeling is in the performance? (1 = very little feeling; 7= 
excellent feeling) 
v) Overall Performance (1= poor performance; 7= excellent performance) 
When evaluators were asked to use rating scales for string performances tone, 
intonation, tempo and interpretation were the most reliable dependent variables 
(Zdzinski & Sarnes, 2002). This was found regardless of the evaluators' prior 
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adjudication experience. With this in mind, questions i through iv were worded 
such ail age groups would understand what was required of them. The fifth 
question asked for a more "musically credible" (Mills, 1991, p. 179) holistic 
evaluation to be made, and instructions were given to ensure that participants 
understood that this rating was not necessarily a summation of the previous four 
ratings (Thompson & Williamon, 2003). 
Procedure 
Schools of varying educational levels were contacted in order to request 
available evaluators. 1051 evaluators from fifteen different schools participated. 
Any booklet left incomplete, or showing evidence of a distinct lack of 
understanding of what was being asked, was excluded from the analysis. This 
amounted to approximately 3% of the data. In ail 1024 (539 male and 485 
female) evaluators participated. The participants' ages ranged from six to fifty-
five and they were grouped by age. These groups were; 
Age 1 - Primary- Aged six to eight, in grades two or three (n= 212) 
Age 2 - Junior- Aged nine through twelve, in grades four, five or six 
(n= 223) 
Age 3 - Intermediate - Aged thirteen through fifteen, in grades seven 
through nine (n= 278) 
Age 4 - Adult - Aged sixteen and older, in grades ten or higher (n= 311) 
Entire classes were randomly assigned to one of the six experimental conditions. 
At the time of analysis, these were collapsed into five. 
Visual (V) - Visu al only (n= 103) 
Audio (A) - Audio only (n= 155) 
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Memorized - Ali memorized performances (n= 207) 
Oubbed - Ali dubbed performances (n= 261) 
Mixed - A collapse of the original Random 1 and Random2 where 
performances randomly alternated between memorized and 
dubbed. (n= 298) 
Once assigned to an experimental group, the participants read and signed 
the consent forms (see Appendix F) and completed the short demographic 
survey. A detailed explanation of procedure was read to them. Participants were 
given a chance to ask questions. They were requested to refrain from making 
any verbal comments during the experiment, and from being influenced by peer 
ratings if they were able to see them. For ail the groups, the CD, DVD or VHS 
was paused after the first performance. This pause enabled the evaluators to 
complete their ratingl>, to ask for final clarifying questions, and to have a little 
more time to feel comfortable with the procedure before continuing. In the event 
that participants needed more time to make their ratings after subsequent 
performance, the DVD or CD was briefly stopped after each performance. Once 
the procedure was finished, evaluators were asked to return ail materials. They 
were then debriefed (see Appendix G) and a short question time followed. This 
enabled me to inquire about comments made during the experiment. 
Figure 3 outlines the distribution of the evaluators among the different 
groups according to age and sex. Every effort was made to have even male to 
female ratios. Unfortunately, complications in securing evaluators and unequal 
class sizes for both numbers and sex ratios meant that experimental groups were 
not precisely even in these respects. 
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Figure 3 - Demographie Graph of Ali Evaluators 
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Introduction 
Data from the booklets were compiled and analyzed using the Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Five analyses were run. The first 
involved ail data from the audio only and ail audiovisual conditions. Results 
found during this initial analysis led to two further analyses, one to compare the 
memorized, dubbed and audio only treatments, and the second to do a further 
analysis of the mixed conditions in isolation. Using results from the analysed 
visual only group data, the final analysis examined how the visual test items 
(dress, behaviour, attractiveness and perceived ability) affected the audio and 
audiovisual ratings. Correlational data with respect to visual aspects and test 
items and information concerning the power of the group sizes conclude the 
chapter. 
Analysis of Audiovisual data 
Using SPSS, analyses were run so that sex, age and treatment group 
were the independent factors affecting the evaluators' ratings of the five 
repeated-measure test items (intonation, tone, pulse, expression and overall 
performance quality). Within-subject analyses summarise how the means of the 
dependent test items were affected by the independent variables. Between-
subject factors were presentation, age and sex. 
Analyses resulted in significant main effects for the test items (p<.001), group 
membership (p<.001), age (p<.01) and sex (p<.01) upon evaluator ratings. 
Significant interactions were also found for group and age (p<.001), for group and 
sex (p<.05) and for age and test items (p<.001) (see Table 2). 
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Table 2 - Test Effects for ail AV and audio conditions 
! Type III Sum of ! Of ! Mean! F! Sig ! Noncent. ! Observed 
Source ! Snuares : : sguare : l ' : Parameter ! Power (a) ---------------------------------+----------------~----------+-----------~--------- ---------t--------------+---------+--------------------------+--------------------------
test items i 19.010! 4! 4.753!29.312:.001! 117.250! 1.000 
----------------------------------+----------------------------+-----------,------------------t--------------+---------+---------------------------+-------------------------
Group ! 142.290 ! 3 ! 47.430 ! 19.592 : .001 ! 58.775 ! 1.000 
----------------------------------{-----------------------------i------------r-------------------t--------------+----------t---------------------------+--------------------------
Age 1 37.0831 31 12.361 1 5.1061·002! 15.3181 .792 
-Séx---------------------------r---------------1-i:376T-------n-----17~376-r--7:1-i8T:008-r---------------7:1-78-r---------------~539--
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~:I~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~I~~~~~~~~[~~~~[~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
testitems-age! 13.212! 12! 1.101! 6.791! .001! 81.489! 1.000 
-test-jtems-:--sex--------r-------------------:983T------4T--------~246T--1-:51-6T:1-95T---------------6:062T----------------~47-4-
----------------------------------~-----------------------------+-----------~-------------------~---------------+-----------+--------------------------+--------------------------
group - age ! 120.972 ! 9 ! 13.441! 5.552! .001 i 49.970 i .999 
-----------------------------------4-----------------------------+-----------~-------------------{--------------+---------+--------------------------+--------------------------
group - sex i 20.205 i 3 i 6.735 i 2.782 i .040 i 8.346 i .436 
---------------------------------i-----------------------------+-----------t--------------------f--------------+---------+---------------------------+--------------------------
age-sex i 9.073! 3 i 3.024 i 1.249 i .291 i 3.748 i .149 
----------------------------------t-----------------------------+----------+-------------------t-------------+---------+---------------------------+--------------------------
group - age - sex i 36.492 i 9 i 4.055 i 1.675! .091 i 15.074 i .560 
-----------------------------------j-----------------------------+----------r-------------------j-------------+---------+---------------------------+--------------------------
test items - group - ! 5.686! 36 j .158 j .974! .513 ! 35.070 ! .924 
-~g~-:--------------------------~-----------------------------+-----------~-------------------i--------------+---------+---------------------------+--------------------------
test Items-group -! 2.200! 12! .183! 1.131! .330! 13.566! .667 
sex 1 1 1 : :: : 
testitems-~-a-ge--~----T-----------------~-~~~~-T----~;T---------~-~-~;T--~-~~~;T~~~T--------------~-;~~;~T----------------~~~-~--
sex 1 1 1 : :: : 
~~~:~:~:~:~~~~~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r~~~~~~~~I~~~~~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Error(test items)! 576.548 ! 3556 ! .162 ! !! ! 
a Computed using alpha = .01 
Test items - Overall performance ratings were significantly higher for ail other test 
items (p<.001) except for intonation. The ratings for intonation were significantly 
higher than the remaining three attributes (p<.001). Ratings for tone and pulse 
were significantly lower than the overall performance and intonation (both 
p<.001), and significantly higher than musical expression (tone p<.001 ; pulse 
p<.05), but they were not statistically different from each other. Ratings for 
expression were significantly lower than the other four test items (p<.05) (see 
Table 3). 
Group - Evaluators in the mixed condition gave significantly lower ratings th an 
did evaluators in the other experimental conditions (p<.01) and participants in the 
audio only condition gave significantly higher than ail the other groups (p<.001). 
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Tukey's post hoc test confirmed there was no significant difference between 
ratings by participants in the memorized and dubbed conditions 
Table 3 - Summary of significant interactions for musical test items 
* arranged trom highest to lowest 
Age - An inverse relationship was found for rating and age: older evaluators gave 
lower ratings than younger evaluators. Primary and junior evaluators did not rate 
the performances significantly different from each other. Intermediate and adult 
participants gave significantly lower ratings than primary (intermediate p<.001; 
adult p<.01) and junior (both p<.05), but they were not statistically different from 
each other. 
Sex - Female ratings were significantly higher than were male ratings (p<.01). 
Test items and Age - Primary evaluators gave significantly higher ratings for 
overall performance and expression th an did ail other evaluators. Junior 
evaluators gave significantly higher pulse ratings th an ail other evaluators. 
Intermediate and adult ratings of tone and overall performance were not 
significantly different from each other (see Figure 4). 
With the exception of the primary students, the range of the evaluators' ratings 
was not statistically different trom each other. The median was lower at each 
succeeding age javel. 
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Figure 4 - Test items and age for ail AV and audio conditions 
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Group by Age - Evaluators differed significantly in their ratings for the memorized 
condition and the audio only condition at the four age group levels. In the dubbed 
and audio only condition, adult evaluators gave significantly lower ratings than 
the other evaluators. Intermediate participants in the mixed condition gave 
significantly lower ratings than the other age categories (see Figure 5). 
Group by Sex - Female participants in the dubbed and audio only conditions 
gave significantly higher ratings than the male evaluators. Both sexes gave 
higher ratings in the audio only condition than ail other conditions. Ratings of the 
memorized and mixed conditions were not significant different according to the 
sex of the rater (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 5 - Group by Age for ail AV and audio conditions 
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Figure 6 - Group by Sex for ail AV and audio conditions 
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Results from the data presented above revealed that evaluators in the 
mixed condition gave significantly lower ratings than evaluators in ail other 
conditions gave, and evaluators in the audio only condition gave significantly 
higher ratings th an evaluators in ail other conditions. 
Further analysis was warranted to understand this finding. The 
memorized, dubbed and audio only conditions were first isolated for analysis. 
Secondly the mixed condition was expanded back to its original two groups, 
Random 1 and Random 2, and then reorganized for two different analyses. 
Comparing Memorized, Dubbed and Audio Only Conditions 
Five analyses of variance were run, one for each test item, using data from 
the memorized, dubbed and audio only conditions, and including sex and age as 
independent variables. 
Group - Treatment group was a significant main effect for each test item 
(p<.001). Tukey's post hoc test determined evaluators in the audio only condition 
gave significantly higher ratings than evaluators in the other two groups (p<.001). 
No significant difference was found between the ratings by evaluators in the 
memorized or dubbed conditions for any test item (see Table 4). 
Table 4 - Means by Treatment Groups (Memorized, Dubbed & Audio only) 
Intonation 1 Tone 1 Pulse 1 Expression 1 Overall 
•• p<.001 
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Age - The age of the evaluator significantly affected ratings for intonation (p<.05), 
tone (p<.05), expression (p<.01) and overall performance (p<.001) (see Table 5). 
Post hoc test revealed how ove rail test items adult ratings were significantly lower 
th an ail other age groups (p<.001), intermediate aged evaluator ratings were 
lower than junior aged evaluators (p<.01) and that junior and primary aged 
student ratings were not significantly different from each other (see Table 6). 
Table 5 - Means by Age (Memorized, Dubbed & Audio) 
Intonation 1 Tone 1 Pulse 1 Expression l Overall 
Primary 5.381, 5.289 ,5.086 5.272, 5.583** 
I-J-,-u_n_io_r _ -+_~~~~~~§~~~~~~~~~~~~~r~~~~~~j~t~~~~~~~l=~~~~~:I~z~~~~]~~~~~~~~~~~Q~~=~~~~~r~~~~~~§~~?~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Intermediate 5.253 ! 5.116 ! 5.167 ! 5.022 ! 5.180 
---------------------------+._-----------------------+-----------------------+---------------------------+---------------------------
Adult 4.986*! 4.932 ! 4.942 ! 4.808 ! 4.963 L..:....:. ____ --L ___________________________ J.____________________________ L _________________________ ....J ___________________________ 1 __________________________ _ 
(only results which are significant for ail ages are highlighted ) 
*p<.05 
**p<.01 
Table 6 - Tukey's post hoc test for age 
Mean 
Difference 95% Confidence Interval 
(1) aqe (J) aqe (I-J) Std. Error SlQ. Lower Sound Upper Sound 
Tukey HSD Primary Junior -.0549 .08425 .915 -.2719 .1622 
Intermediat 
.2002 .07946 .058 -.0046 .4049 e 
Adult 
.4577' .07620 .000 .2614 .6540 
Junior Primary .0549 .08425 .915 -.1622 .2719 
Intermediat 
.2550' .07725 
e .006 .0560 .4541 
Adult .5126' .07389 .000 .3222 .7029 
Intermediate Primary -.2002 .07946 .058 -.4049 .0046 
Junior -.2550' .07725 .006 -.4541 -.0560 
Adult .2575' .06838 .001 .0814 .4337 
Adult Primary -.4577* .07620 .000 -.6540 -.2614 
Junior -.5126' .07389 .000 -.7029 -.3222 
Intermediat 
-.2575' .06838 .001 -.4337 -.0814 e 
Sased on observed means. 
'. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
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Adult evaluators gave significantly lower ratings for intonation than the 
other three age groups (p<.05). The only significant difference for tone ratings 
was that the adult ratings were significantly lower than primary students (p<.01). 
Primary and junior students gave significantly higher expression ratings 
than adult raters (p<.001). The intermediate evaluators expression ratings were 
only significantly lower ratings than the primary students (p<.05). 
Primary students gave significantly higher ratings for overall performance 
than the other three ages (p<.01). Junior ratings were significantly higher than 
adult ratings (p<.05) but were not statistically different from the intermediate 
ratings. Intermediate and adult expression ratings were not significantly different 
from each other. 
Sex - Females gave higher ratings th an males across ail test items (p<.05) (see 
Table 7). 
Table 7 - Means by Sex (memorized, dubbed & audio) 
Intonation 1 Tone 1 Pulse 1 Expression 1 Ove rail 
• p<.05 
Group by Age interactions - This interaction was significant for ail test items 
(p<.001) (see Figures 7 - 11). Junior and intermediate evaluators gave 
significantly higher ratings when in the dubbed condition than in the memorized 
condition. The reverse was true for primary and adult evaluators. Junior and 
intermediate evaluators in the audio only condition gave significantly higher 
ratings th an evaluators in the other two conditions. 
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ln the audio only condition, primary evaluators gave significantly higher 
ratings for intonation, tone and pulse th an they did when in the memorized 
conditions. Their ratings of expression and overall performance were similar to 
those in the memorized condition. 
ln the audio only condition adult evaluator gave similar tone and overall 
performance ratings as did adult evaluators in the memorized condition. Their 
ratings of intonation were lower and their expression ratings were higher th an 
those in the memorized condition, however adult ratings of pulse were not 
significantly different than those in the dubbed condition. 
Figure 7 - Group by Age for intonation (memorized, dubbed, and audio 
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Figure 8 - Group by Age for tone (memorized, dubbed & audio only) 
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Figure 9 - Group by Age for pulse (memorized, dubbed & audio only) 
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Figure 10 - Group by Age for expression (memorized, dubbed and audio 
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Figure 11 - Group by Age for overall performance (memorized, dubbed and 
audio only) 
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Group by sex interaction - A significant interaction was found for pulse (p<.05) 
and overall performance (p<.05) (see Figures 12 and 13). For both test items, 
ratings by both sexes were not significantly different from one another in the 
memorized condition. Females in the dubbed and audio only conditions gave 
significantly higher ratings than male evaluators for both test items. Male 
participants in the dubbed condition gave significantly lower ratings for both test 
items then did males in either the memorized or audio only condition. 
Figure 12 - Group by sex for pulse (memorized, dubbed & audio only) 
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Figure 13 - Group by sex for overall performance (memorized, dubbed & 
audio) 
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Group by Age and Sex - This interaction was found to be significant for ratings of 
pulse (p<.05) and overall performance (p<.05) (See Figures 14 - 17). For both 
test items, female adult evaluators gave significantly lower ratings when in the 
dubbed condition than did females in the memorized and audio only conditions. 
Adult male evaluators in the memorized condition gave the highest ratings and 
the males in the audio only condition gave the lowest ratings on both test items. 
Regardless of sex or test item, intermediate evaluators gave their lowest ratings 
when in the memorized condition and their highest ratings when in the audio only 
condition. 
For both test items, female junior evaluators gave significantly lower 
ratings when in the memorized condition th an those in the other two conditions. 
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There was no significant difference between male evaluator ratings in the 
memorized or dubbed conditions. Both sexes in the audio only condition gave 
significantly higher ratings than those evaluators in the other two conditions. 
Primary aged male evaluators gave significantly lower ratings when in the 
dubbed condition than did evaluators in either of the other conditions for both test 
items. Female evaluators responded similarly for ratings of overall performance. 
For both test items, female evaluators gave higher ratings in the audio only 
condition than those in the memorized or dubbed conditions. 
Figure 14 - Group by age by sex for pulse for male evaluators (memorized, 
dubbed & audio) 
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Figure 15 - Group by age by sex for pulse for female evaluators 
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Figure 16 - Group by age by sex for overall performance for male 
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Figure 17 - Group by age by sex for overall performance for female 
evaluators (memorized, dubbed & audio) 
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The Mixed condition 
First stage - Original group analysis of Random1 and Random2 
The mixed condition was originally data combined from two conditions, 
Random 1 and Random 2. The mixed condition was expanded back to using 
Random 1 and Random 2 and an analysis of variance was run on these two 
groups in their original state. Significant main effects occurred for ail test items 
(p<.001), group (p<.05) and age (p<.01). The test items by age (p<.001), and 
group by age (p<.05) interactions were also significant (see Table 8). 
Test Items - The results from this analysis replicate results found in the Analysis 
of Audiovisual data section. Overall performance ratings were significantly higher 
for ail other test items (p<.001) except for intonation. The ratings for intonation 
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Table 8 - Effects for Random1 and Random2 
Source Type III sum of 1 Of 1 Mean 1 F 1 Sig 1 Noncent.1 Observed 
Squares Square Parameter Power (a) 
~~~_~~~~~ _________________________________ ~~:~_~gJ _______ ~_L ______ ~:~_~_?J-~?:~~~1:~~!1-_____________ ~_~_~~~_L-------------~:ggg--
-~~~-~!:------------------------ ________________ ~~:~_~_?J-------~--L-----!~:-~-~LL-~:~-~~-L~~~1---------------~:~-~~-L---------------:~?-~--
age 37.029 ! 3 ! 12.343! 4.435! .005 ! 13.306 ! .703 
--.--------------------------.----- -----------------------------+-----------~-------------------i--------------+-------+---------------------------+--------------------------
sex 2.051! 1! 2.051! .737! .391 ! .737 ! .043 
-test-items~-g-roup----- -------------------~48-8-l-------4l--------~-122l-----~721--t:578r--------------2~883-r----------------~ëï-8-8-
-------.-------.---.-------------- -----------------------------f-----------i------------------f--------------+---------+---------------------------+-------------------------
test items - age 6.510! 12! .542! 3.206! .001 i 38.469 ! .979 
---------------.------------------- -----------------------------1-----------,--------------------j-----------+--------+--------------------------+--------------------------
test items - sex 1.559 ! 4 ! .390! 2.304! .057 ! 9.215 ! .437 
--.-----------.------------------- -----------------------------t-----------{--------------------f--------------+---------+------------------------+--------------------------
group - age 30.396 ! 3 ! 10.132! 3.641! .013 ! 10.922 ! .583 
-gro-upT,y-s-e-j(------------- --------------------:429-r------1--r--------:429r----~1-54T:695T------------------~154T----------------~01-6--
-age-~--s-e-j(------------------- ----------------1-1-:-16-Ô-r------3r-------:i7-20r--1-~337T:263T----------------4~01-0-r---------------:16-Ô--
---------;-------------------------- -----------------------------t-----------1--------------------t--------------t-----------t---------------------------i-------------------------
testltems-group - 1.430 i 12 i .119 i .704 i .749 i 8.451! .205 
-~g~---------------------------- -----------------------------1-----------L------------------1--------------L--------J.-----------------.-------1--------------------------
test items - group - .240 ! 4 ! .060! .355 1 .841 ! 1.421 1 .039 
sex 1 1 1 1 1 1 -test-items-~--a-ge--~----- ------------------~:~~-;_r_----~-;-r--------:-~-;-~_r----~;~;_r_:~~~-r---------------~~~-~~-r---------------:;;-~-
sex ::: :: 1 
----------------------------------- -----------------------------t-----------i--------------------f--------------+---------+---------------------------+--------------------------
group - age - sex 6.550! 2 ! 3.275! 1.177! .310 ! 2.354! .101 
--------:------------------------ -----------------------------t-----------j--------------------t-------------i----------t---------------------------t--------------------------
test Items - group - 1.182 ! 8 ! .148! .873! .539 ! 6.986 ! .201 
-~g~--:---~-~-~----------------- -----------------------------~-----------4-------------------+-------------+---------+---------------------------+--------------------------
Error(test Items) 191.558 ! 1132 ! .169 ! !! ! 
a Computed using alpha = .01 
were significantly higher than the remaining three attributes (p<.001). Ratings for 
tone and pulse were significantly lower than the overall performance and 
intonation (both p<.001), and significantly higher than musical expression (tone 
p<.001; pulse p<.05), but they were not statistically different trom each other. 
Ratings for expression were significantly lower than the other four test items 
(p<.05) 
Group - Ratings in Random 1 were significantly lower than those in Random2 
(p<.05). 
Age - Intermediate evaluators gave significantly lower ratings than ail other 
groups (p<.01). There was no significant difference between the primary, junior 
and adult ratings. 
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Test items by Age Interaction - The results from this analysis replicate results 
found in the Analysis of Audiovisual data section. Primary evaluators gave 
significantly higher ratings for overall performance and expression than did ail 
other evaluators. Junior evaluators gave significantly higher pulse ratings than ail 
other evaluators. Intermediate and adult ratings of tone and overall performance 
were not significantly different from each other. With the exception of the primary 
students, the range of the evaluators' ratings was not statistically different from 
each other. The median was lower at each succeeding age level. 
Group byage interaction - Primary and adult evaluators were consistent in their 
ratings across both conditions. Junior and intermediate evaluators gave 
significantly higher ratings when in Random2 than did evaluators in Random1 
(see Figure 18). 
Figure 18 - Group by Age for Random1 and Random2 
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Second Stage -Memorized and dubbed conditions in Miniature 
A second analysis was run to further explain the mixed condition results. 
The raw data from Random 1 and Random 2 was reorganized so that the 
memorized performances were ail in one group and the dubbed performances in 
another, making two smaller memorized and dubbed groups. Evaluators were 
matched for age and sex. Five four-way analyses of variance were run using 
reorganized data trom the mixed condition. 
There was a significant main effect for age for three test items: tone 
(p<.01), expression (p<.05) and ove rail performance (p<.001). Intermediate 
evaluators gave significantly lower ratings th an did primary (p<.001), junior 
(p<.01) or adult (p>O.05) evaluators (see Table 9). 
Table 9 - Summary of test item means from altered mixed condition 
Intonation 1 Tone 1 Pulse 1 Expression 1 Overall 
Primary 4.940 i 4.858 i 4.677 i 4.803 i 5.108 
I-J,-u_n_io_r -..,,-_-+ --------4~9-81---------r-------4~8-89--------r------;i:854--------r-------4~7-35--------r----.. -5~O-88---------
Intermediate ------.. 4~625* .. -----r------4~435-;--------1-------.. 4~562 .. -----1-------.. 4~382--------1--------4~-532-;--------
Adu It ---------5~O-42--------r-------4.8-88-.. ------1------.. 4~855 .. ------r---.. --4~6-96 .. -----1---------5~O(j6---------
*p<.05 
Visual data 
A repeated-measure analysis of variance was run on this data set, using 
the means of the four visual aspects of performers as the within-subject test 
items. There were four dependent test items: 
1) Dress 
2) Stage behaviour 
3) Attractiveness 
4) How accomplished performers appeared to be 
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The inde pendent variables were the age and sex of the evaluators. 
There was a significant main effect for the visual aspects (p <0.001) and a 
significant age by visual aspect interaction (p <0.001). Sex was a significant main 
effect for the between-subject factors. Females gave higher ratings than male 
evaluators (p<.05). The age of the evaluator was not significant (see Table 10). 
Table 10- Effects for Visual only 
Source Type III Sum Of! Of! Mean! F ! Sig.! Noncent.! Observed 
Squares Square Parameter Power (a) 
_Yj_~_~_~L~~R_~!?!_~ _________ _________________ ~?:~~Qj ____ }_L ____ Jg~~Jg_L~_?_·_~?~_LQQLL _________ JQ~U5LL ______________ U?_Qg __ 
Age 4.730! 3! 1.577!. 796 ! .499 ! 2.389 1 .216 
-;~;-------------------------- --------------------7~624T----1-T---------7:624-r--i851--r-~053-r---------------3:85-1--r-----------------:493--
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~I~i~~~~~[~~~~[~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~ 
Visual aspects - .117! 3 i .039! .113 i .952 i .340 1 .070 
sex : 1 1 1 1 1 
---------------------------------- -----------------------------+---------1---------------------}-------------~----------+--------------------------}---------------------------
Age - sex .169! 3! .056! .028! .994 ! .085 ! .055 
--------------------------------- ------------------------------+--------+-------------------+------------+---------+----------------------------t---------------------------
~i~~1 :~ects - 5.097j 9j .566j 1.647j.1 02j 14.821 j .758 
---9----------------------------- ------------------------------{---------+-------------------t------------i-----------t-----------------------------t---------------------------
Error(items) 98.014 ! 285 ! .344 ! !! ! 
a Computed using alpha = .05 
Visual aspects - The evaluators gave the highest ratings when trying to decide if 
the performers were accomplished (p<.05) and the lowest rating to the 
performer's attractiveness (p<.01) (see Table 11). They rated dress significantly 
higher than attractiveness (p<.001) and stage behaviour significantly higher than 
both dress (p<.001) and attractiveness (p<.001). 
Table 11 - Means for visual aspects 
95% Confidence Interval 
items Mean 8td. Error Lower Bound l Upper Bound 
-~~~-~-~----------------.L~~_!_~~J. __________ :!j_~ __ L---__________ ~~_~~~_L--------_____ ~:~9_~_ 
Behaviour ! 4.738 ! .138! 4.464! 5.012 
;\ttiië"ilvenËiss-j""i7oË3-r-----------:163-t-------------i383-'---------------4:oiil 
J\(;com-pïlsïïecïT4~998T----------:131-T--------------4~-737T---------------5:25-9-
Age by Visual aspect interaction - Ratings for how accomplished the performers 
appeared to be did not vary with any significance across age groups (means 
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ranged from 4.73 to 4.93) (see Figure 19). Older evaluators gave higher ratings 
for the performers dress than younger evaluators. When rating behaviour, junior 
and intermediate evaluators gave lower ratings than did the primary or adult 
raters. Intermediate evaluators gave significantly lower ratings for aUractiveness 
than did evaluators of ail other ages. 
Figure 19 - Age by visual aspects for Visual only 
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Effect of visual aspects on audio and audiovisual ratings 
The performers were ranked from best to worst for each visual aspect and 
then subdivided according to sex (see Appendix H). The means trom the top 
three male performers and means from the bottom three performers were 
averaged together for each of the four visu al aspects. The same procedure was 
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followed for the female cellists. Table 12 outlines the eight new dependent 
variables, highlighting which performers were averaged for each visual aspect. 
Table 12 - Performers according to ranking for each visual aspect 
Male Female 
Best Worst Best Worst 
Dress 10::>,11-',14::> 131-' 8::> 4::> , , 71-', gl-', 51-' 2::> 111-' 12::> , , 
Behaviour 14°,10°,11"' 131"' 8° 4° , , gl"' 2° 111"' , , 71"',12°,51"' 
Attractiveness 31"',14°,6::> 8°,4°,13t" 71-' 2° gl"' , , 12::> 111-' 51-' , , 
Accomplished 14°,131"',8° 10°,6°,4° gl"', 2°,111"' 12° 71"' 51"' , , 
° -
.1"' 
-
- student, - professlonal 
The original data was reorganized so that there were two treatment groups. 
Evaluators were either in the audio only condition (the control group) or the 
audiovisual group (ail of the original four AV groups collapsed into one group). 
The analysis was split by performer sex to see how visu al aspects affected the 
performance quality ratings of male performers and female performers. For each 
~ .. 
sex, five four-way repeated measures analyses of variance were run for each of 
the five musical test items (intonation, tone, pulse, expression and overall 
performance). 
Effect on Male Performer ratings 
A significant main effect for the visual aspects (p<.001) and group (p<.001) 
was found for ail test items. For pulse, age (p<.05) and sex (p<.05) were 
significant main effects. Age was a significant main effect for overall performance 
as weil (p<.05) (see Table 13). 
There were significant visual aspect and group interactions for intonation, tone, 
expression and overall performance (p<.05). Visual aspects and age interactions 
were significant for test items intonation, tone and overall performance (p<.05). 
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Group and age interactions were significant for pulse (p<.05) while the group by 
sex interaction was significant for expression and overall performance ratings 
(p<.05). The four-way (visual aspects, group, age and sex) interaction was 
significant for overall performance ratings (p<.05). 
Table 13 - Visual aspect effect on test items for male performers 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Overall 
Visual aspects .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
Group .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
Age N.S. N.S. .05 N.S. .05 
Sex N.S. N.S. .05 N.S. N.S. 
Visual aspects-Group . 001 .001 N.S . .05 .01 
Visual aspects-Age . 05 .001 N.S. N.S . .05 
Visual aspects-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. 
Group-Age N.S. N.S. . 05 N.S . N.S. 
Group-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. .05 .05 
Age-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. 
Visual aspects-Group- N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S 
Age 
Visual aspects-Group-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. 
Visual aspects-Age-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. 
Group-Age-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S 
Visual aspects-Group- N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. .05 
Age-Sex 
Visual aspects - Across ail test items, the worst dressed, worst behaved, and the 
least attractive males received significantly higher ratings than did the best 
dressed, best behaved and most attractive males, respectively (p<.01). Only 
when rating how accomplished a performer appeared to be did the most 
accomplished receive higher ratings than the least accomplished male 
performers for ail test items (p<.01) (see Table 14). 
Group - As was expected, ratings by evaluators in the audio only condition were 
significantly higher by those in the AV condition across ail musical test items 
(p<.001) (see Table 15). 
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Table 14 - Visual aspect means across ail test items for males 
Dress Sehaviour Attractiveness Accomplished 
Sest Worst Sest Worst Sest Worst Sest Worst 
Intonation 5.42 5.54 5.42 5.54 5.23 5.54 5.65 5.44 
Tone 5.25 5.40 5.25 5.40 5.12 5.40 5.46 5.34 
Pulse 5.13 5.37 5.13 5.37 5.09 5.37 5.41 5.28 
Expression 5.23 5.44 5.23 5.44 5.23 5.44 5.54 5.29 
Ove rail 5.38 5.68 5.38 5.68 5.26 5.68 5.73 5.44 
Table 15 - Group means across ail test items for males 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Ove rail 
Audiovisual 5.19 5.08 5.000 5.06 5.26 
Audio Only 5.76 5.57 5.54 5.66 5.80 
Age - The significant main effect for age in ove rail performance ratings was 
caused by the adult evaluators giving significantly lower ratings than ail other age 
groups. When rating pulse, primary evaluators gave significantly lower ratings 
than junior or intermediate evaluators (see Table 16). 
Sex - Females gave significantly higher ratings th en males when rating pulse 
(p<.05) (see Table 17). 
Table 16 - Age means across ail test items for males 
Intonation Tone Pulse* Expression Overall* 
Primary 5.55 5.40 5.15 5.42 5.71 
Junior 5.65 5.52 5.44 5.47 5.67 
Intermediate 5.51 5.32 5.39 5.40 5.50 
Adult 5.17 5.06 5.09 5.14 5.24 
* variables where age was a significant main effect (p<.05) 
Table 17 - Sex means across ail test items for males 
Intonation Tone Pulse* Expression Ove rail 
1 Male 5.407 5.257 5.143 5.304 5.458 
1 Female 5.538 5.393 5.396 5.412 5.601 
* variable where sex was a significant main effect (p<.05) 
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Visual aspects by group interaction -summarized according to visu al aspect. 
Dress and 8ehaviour- The same three performers were rated best dressed and 
behaved, and the same three performers were rated worst dressed and behaved. 
Both test items therefore followed the same trend. The worst dressed and worst 
behaved males received significantly higher ratings for ail test items in the audio 
only condition than did the best dressed and best behaved males (see Figures 20 
- 29). Ratings from the audiovisual conditions resulted in a narrower disparity 
between the worst dressed/worst behaved and best dressed/best behaved 
males, except for tone. This implies that the visual aspects negatively impacted 
ratings (see Table 18). 
Table 18 - Means for male dress and behaviour for ail test items 
Male 
Intonation Tone Pulse Ex~ession Overall 
Sest Worst Sest Worst Sest Worst Sest Worst Sest Worst 
Dress AV 5.18 5.22 5.01 5.14 4.94 5.08 5.01 5.07 5.16 5.35 A 5.87 6.05 5.67 5.87 5.58 5.88 5.67 5.97 5.83 6.23 
Sehaviour AV 5.18 5.22 5.01 5.14 4.94 5.08 5.01 5.07 5.16 5.35 A 5.87 6.05 5.67 5.87 5.58 5.88 5.67 5.97 5.83 6.23 
AV= Audiovisual; A= Audio only 
Figure 20 - Effect of dress on intonation ratings for male performers 
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Figure 21 - Effect of stage behaviour on ratings of intonation for male 
performers 
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Figure 22 - Effect of dress on tone ratings for male performers 
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Figure 23 - Effect of stage behaviour on ratings of tone for male performers 
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Figure 24 - Effect of dress on pulse ratings for male performers 
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Figure 25 - Effect of stage behaviour on ratings of pulse for male 
performers 
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Figure 26 - Effect of dress on expression ratings for male performers 
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Figure 27 - Effect of stage behaviour on ratings of expression for male 
~ 
performers 
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Figure 28 - Effect of dress on ove rail ratings for male performers 
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Figure 29 - Effect of stage behaviour on ratings of overall for male 
performers 
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Attractiveness - Ratings by evaluators in the audio only condition were 
significantly higher than ratings by evaluators in the audiovisual conditions (see 
Table 19). There was a smaller disparity between the least and most attractive 
males in the audiovisual condition than in the audio only condition when ratings 
overall performance (see Figure 30). 
Table 19 - Means for male attractiveness for ail test items 
Male 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Overall 
Most Least Most Least Most Least Most Least Most Least 
1 Attractiveness i : v 4.98 5.22 4.85 5.14 4.91 5.08 4.93 5.07 5.03 5.35 5.79 6.05 5.61 5.87 5.61 5.88 5.75 5.97 5.75 6.23 
AV= Audiovisual; A= Audio only 
Figure 30 - Effect of attractiveness on overall ratings for male performers 
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Accomplishment - For ail test items, the mean difference between the most 
accomplished and least accomplished was not statistically different in the audio 
only condition. Although audio only ratings were significantly higher th an 
audiovisual ratings (see Table 20), those performers who appeared to be the 
least accomplished were given significantly lower ratings than the most 
accomplished performers in the audiovisual condition for ail test items (see 
Figures 31 - 35). 
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Table 20 - Means for perceived accomplishment for ail test items 
Male 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Overall 
Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst 
1 Accom~lished 1 AV 5.46 5.04 5.33 4.95 5.19 4.99 5.30 4.93 5.55 5.07 
1 lA 6.04 5.99 5.85 5.83 5.82 5.84 5.94 5.86 6.09 6.05 
AV= Audiovisual; A= Audio only 
Figure 31 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on ratings of intonation for 
male performers 
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Figure 32 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on ratings of tone for male 
performers 
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Figure 33 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on ratings of pulse for male 
performers 
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Figure 34 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on ratings of expression 
for male performers 
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Figure 35 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on ratings of overall 
performance for male performers 
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Visual aspects by Age interaction -
Intonation - Adult evaluators gave significantly lower intonation ratings 
specifically for the most attractive male performances than did evaluators of ail 
other ages (see Figure 36). Tone - Adult evaluators gave significantly higher tone 
ratings to the least accomplished males and lower ratings to the most attractive 
males (see Figure 37). Ove rail Performance - The worst dressed, worst behaved 
and least attractive performers received higher ratings than the best dressed, 
best behaved and most attractive males from ail evaluators. Primary, junior and 
adult evaluator gave higher ratings to the most accomplished males than the 
least accomplished males (see Figure 38). 
Figure 36 - Visual aspects by age effect on ratings of intonation for males 
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Group by age - When rating pulse, the adults gave higher ratings when in the 
audiovisual condition than in the audio only condition (see Figure 39). Ali other 
age groups gave significantly higher ratings when in the audio only condition then 
did those in the audiovisual conditions. 
Figure 39 - Group by age for pulse ratings of male performers 
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Group by sex - Female evaluators in the audio only condition gave significantly 
higher expression and overall performance ratings th an they did in the 
audiovisual conditions. Male evaluators gave lower ratings in the audiovisual 
conditions th an in the audio only condition. However, their ratings did not vary as 
greatly as female ratings did (see Figure 40 & 41). 
Visual aspects by group, age and sex - This interaction was significant only for 
the overall performance variable. It is possible that this was an anomaly of the 
sample. 
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Figure 40 - Group by sex for expression ratings for male performers 
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Figure 41 - Group by sex for overall performance ratings for male 
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Effects on female performer ratings 
Analyses revealed a significant main effect for visual aspects (p<.01), 
group (p<.001) and age (p<.01) across ail test items (see Table 21). Sex was a 
significant main effect for ail but tone ratings (p<.01). A significant interaction for 
group by age was found for ail test items (p<.05) and visual aspects by group 
interactions were significant for intonation, tone, pulse and overall performance 
(p<.001). Visual aspects by age interactions were significant for ratings of 
intonation, tone and pulse (p<.001) and visual aspects by sex interactions was 
significant for ratings of pulse (p<.05). The group by sex interaction was 
significant when rating pulse, expression and overall performance (p<.05). The 
four-way interaction (visual aspects, group, age, sex) was also significant for 
pulse (p<.01). 
Table 21 - Visual effect on female performer ratings 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Overall 
Visual aspects .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
Group .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
A~e .001 .01 .01 .01 .001 
Sex .01 N.S. .001 .01 .001 
Visual aspects-Group . 001 .001 .001 N.S . .001 
Visual aspects-Age .001 .001 .001 N.S. N.S. 
Visual aspects-Sex N.S. N.S. .05 N.S. N.S. 
Group-Age .001 .05 .001 .001 .05 
Group-Sex N.S. N.S. .05 .05 N.S. 
Age-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. 
Visual aspects-Group-Age N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S 
Visual aspects-Group-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S N.S. 
Visual aspects-Aae-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S N.S. 
Group-Age-Sex N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S 
Visual aspects-Group-Age-Sex N.S. N.S. .05 N.S N.S. 
Visual aspects - Results for visu al aspects were the same for ail test items. The 
worst dressed females were given significantly higher ratings than were the best 
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dressed females (p<.001). The best behaved females received higher ratings 
than did the worst behaved females (p<.001). The least attractive females were 
given significantly higher ratings than the most attractive females (p<.001). 
Female musicians perceived to be the most accomplished were given 
significantly higher ratings than those who were perceived as least accomplished 
(p<.001) (see Table 22). 
Table 22 - Female means for visual etfect on audio ratings 
Dress Behaviour Attractiveness Accomplished 
Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst 
Intonation 4.84 5.34 5.15 5.02 4.98 5.20 5.15 5.02 
Tone 4.79 5.24 5.06 4.96 4.84 5.19 5.06 4.96 
Pulse 4.74 5.17 4.99 4.91 4.88 5.37 4.99 4.91 
Expression 4.56 5.01 4.81 4.75 4.72 4.85 4.81 4.75 
Ove rail 4.86 5.27 5.10 5.03 4.93 5.20 5.10 5.03 
Group - Audio only ratings were significantly higher than audiovisual ratings for ail 
test items (p<.001) (see Table 23). 
Table 23 - Group means across ail test items for females 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Ove rail 
Audiovisual 4.76 4.62 4.71 4.37 4.69 
Audio Only 5.41 5.40 5.28 5.20 5.44 
Age - Junior evaluators gave significantly higher ratings for tone, pulse and 
expression than the other evaluators (p<.05). Older evaluators gave lower 
ratings for overall performance th an did younger evaluators (see Table 24). 
Table 24 - Age means across ail test items for females 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Ove rail 
Primary 5.18 5.17 5.00 4.93 5.35 
Junior 5.33 5.21 5.26 5.04 5.29 
Intermediate 5.05 4.90 5.03 4.71 4.93 
Adult 4.79 4.77 4.70 4.46 4.68 
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Sex - Females gave significantly higher ratings than males for test items 
intonation, pulse, expression and overall performance (p<.01) (see Table 25). 
Table 25 - Sex means across ail test items for females 
Intonation* Tone Pulse* Expression* Overall* 
Male 4.95 4.90 4.80 4.60 4.87 
Female 5.22 5.12 5.19 4.97 5.26 
.. 
* test Items where sex was slgnlflcant 
Visual aspects by group interaction 
Dress - The worst dressed females received higher ratings in the audio only 
condition and in the audiovisual conditions than the best dressed females (Table 
26). Audiovisual group membership aftected ratings of intonation, tone, pulse 
and overall performance for the best dressed females (see Figures 42 - 45). 
Table 26 - Means of female dress for ail test items 
Female 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Ove rail 
Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst 
1 Dressl AV 4.35 5.14 4.23 4.97 4.36 4.98 4.05 4.58 4.32 4.97 
1 lA 5.49 5.79 5.47 5.70 5.35 5.69 5.22 5.60 5.55 5.86 
AV= Audiovisual; A= AudiO only 
Figure 42 - Effect of Dress on ratings of intonation for females 
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Figure 43 - Effect of dress on ratings of tone for females 
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Figure 44 - Effect of dress on ratings of pulse for females 
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Figure 45 - Effect of dress on overall ratings for female performers 
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8ehaviour- Ratings for intonation, expression and overall performance were not 
significantly different for the worst and best behaved females in the audio only 
condition (see Figures 46 - 50). Ratings by evaluators in the audiovisual 
condition were aftected by the female performer's stage behaviour for ail test 
items (see Table 27). 
Table 27 - Means of female behaviour for ail test items 
Female 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Overall 
Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst 
1 8ehaviour 1 AV 4.91 4.58 4.74 4.46 4.81 4.54 4.39 4.23 4.76 4.53 
1 lA 5.64 5.64 5.55 5.62 5.49 5.54 5.41 5.42 5.71 
AV= Audiovisual; A= Audio only 
Figure 46 - Effect of stage behaviour on intonation ratings for female 
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Figure 47 - Effect of stage behaviour on tone ratings for female performers 
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Figure 48 - Effect of stage behaviour on pulse ratings for female performers 
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Figure 49 - Effect of stage behaviour on expression ratings for female 
performers 
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Figure 50 - Effect of stage behaviour on overall performance ratings for 
female performers 
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Atfractiveness - ln the audio only condition the least attractive females were 
given higher ratings th an the most attractive females for ail test items (see Table 
28). Ratings of intonation and tone were aftected by the female performer's 
attractiveness in the audiovisual condition (see Figures 51 - 52). When rated on 
expression, the least attractive females received higher ratings in the audio only 
condition. In the audiovisual condition, the least and most attractive females were 
given similar expression ratings, highlighting a group effect (see Figure 53). 
Attractiveness did not significantly affect ratings of pulse or overall performance 
in the audiovisual condition. 
Table 28 - Means of female attractiveness for a" test items 
Female 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Overall 
Most Least Most Least Most Least Most Least Most Least 
1 Attractiveness 1 AV 4.53 4.96 4.38 4.83 4.55 4.79 4.31 4.32 4.48 4.80 
1 LA 5.56 5.72 5.47 5.70 5.44 5.60 5.34 5.48 5.59 5.82 
AV= Audlovlsual; A= AudIO only 
Figure 51 - Effect of attractiveness on ratings of intonation for female 
performers 
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Figure 52 - Effects of attractiveness on tone ratings for female performers 
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Figure 53 - Effect of attractiveness on expression ratings for female 
performers 
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Accomplished - The most and least accomplished female performer's ratings 
were not significantly different from each other in the audio only condition (see 
Table 29). Evaluators in the audiovisual group gave significantly lower ratings to 
the perceived least accomplished female performers (see Figures 54 - 58). 
Table 29 - Means of perceived level of accomplishment for ail test items 
Female 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Overall 
Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst 
1 Accomplished i :V 4.91 4.58 4.74 4.46 4.81 4.54 4.39 4.23 4.76 4.53 5.64 5.64 5.55 5.62 5.49 5.54 5.41 5.42 5.71 5.70 
AV= Audiovisual; A= AudiO only 
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Figure 54 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on intonation ratings for 
female performers 
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Figure 55 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on ratings of tone for 
female performers 
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Figure 56 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on ratings of pulse for 
female performers 
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Figure 57 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on ratings of expression 
for female performers 
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Figure 58 - Effect of perceived accomplishment on ratings of overall 
performance for female performers 
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Visual Aspects by Age Interactions - Intonation, tone and pulse - Adult 
evaluators gave significantly lower ratings th an evaluators of ail other ages when 
rating intonation and pulse. Junior, intermediate and adult evaluators gave 
higher intonation, tone and pulse ratings to the worst dressed than they gave to 
the best dressed performers, and they gave lower ratings to the worst behaved 
than the best behaved (see Figure 59 - 61). Females who appeared less 
accomplished were given lower intonation, tone and pulse ratings than females 
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who appeared more accomplished, and only the adult evaluators gave the least 
attractive females lower intonation ratings than the more attractive female 
performers (see Figure 61). Ali other evaluators gave higher intonation, tone and 
pulse ratings to the least attractive female cellists. Primary students were least 
aftected by the visu al aspects when they rated intonation. 
Figure 59 - Visual aspects by age effect on ratings of intonation 
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Figure 60 - Visual aspects by age effect on ratings of tone 
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Figure 61 - Visual aspects by age effect on ratings of pulse 
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Overall Performance - Junior and primary evaluators gave significantly higher 
ratings th an the intermediate and adult evaluators (see Figure 62). Ali evaluators 
gave higher ratings to the worst dressed and least attractive female performers 
than to the best dressed and most attractive female performers. Junior and 
intermediate evaluators gave lower ratings to the worst behaved and least 
accomplished than the best behaved and most accomplished females. 
Figure 62 - Visual aspects by age effect on ratings of overall performance 
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Visual aspects by Sex - Female evaluators gave significantly higher ratings for 
pulse than did the male counterparts (see Table 30). 
Table 30 - Means of visual aspects by sex for pulse 
Best Worst Best Worst Most Least Most Least 
Dressed Dressed Behaved Behaved Accomplished Accomplished Attractive Attractive 
1 Male 4.59 4.89 4.73 4.74 4.73 4.74 4.69 5.26 
1 Female 4.89 5.45* 5.25* 5.08* 5.25* 5.08* 5.07* 5.48 
* p<.05 
Group by Age by Sex by Visual Aspects - Ali evaluators in the audio only 
condition gave higher ratings than evaluators in the audiovisual condition except 
for male adults. Male adults in the audio condition gave significantly lower ratings 
for ail aspects than did male adults in the audiovisual condition. Females gave 
significantly higher ratings th an males did for ail age groups except the 
intermediate evaluators. There was no significant difference between female and 
male evaluator ratings in the AV condition (see Table 31 for means comparison). 
Table 31 - Means of visual aspects by group by sex by age for Pulse 
Male Female 
Primary Junior Inter. Adult Primary Junior Inter. Adult 
AV A AV A AV A AV A AV A AV A AV A AV A 
Sest 
dressed 4.53 4.96 4.30 5.47 4.27 4.92 4.24 4.00 4.86 5.25 4.38 5.76 4.25 5.39 4.29 4.92 
Worst 
dressed 4.70 4.80 4.92 5.83 4.90 5.42 5.03 3.50 4.97 5.71 5.03 6.13 4.93 5.84 5.21 5.75 
Sest 
behaved 4.54 4.60 4.73 5.81 4.74 5.22 4.88 3.33 4.88 5.43 4.78 5.96 4.84 5.63 4.98 5.53 
Worst 
behaved 4.69 5.16 4.49 5.50 4.44 5.11 4.39 4.17 4.95 5.53 4.63 5.93 4.35 5.61 4.52 5.14 
Most 
accomp. 4.54 4.60 4.73 5.81 4.74 5.22 4.88 3.33 4.88 5.43 4.78 5.96 4.84 5.63 4.98 5.53 
Least 
accomp. 4.69 5.16 4.49 5.50 4.44 5.11 4.39 4.17 4.95 5.53 4.63 5.93 4.35 5.61 4.52 5.14 
Most 
attractive 4.52 4.96 4.52 5.72 4.40 4.94 4.59 3.83 4.80 5.24 4.41 5.83 4.48 5.52 4.71 5.56 
Least 
attractive 4.88 5.57 5.09 5.81 5.06 5.78 5.08 4.83 5.15 5.44 5.00 6.33 4.97 5.95 5.24 5.78 
Group by Age - Primary, junior and intermediate evaluators gave significantly 
higher ratings for ail test items when in the audio only condition than when in the 
audiovisual condition (see Table 32). Adult ratings for tone, expression and 
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overall performance were significantly higher when in the audio only condition 
than the audiovisual condition. Adult ratings of intonation and pulse were not 
significantly different between conditions. 
Table 32 - Means of group by age for ail test items 
Intonation Tone Pulse Expression Ove rail 
AV Audio AV Audio AV Audio AV Audio AV Audio 
Primary 4.99 5.37 4.90 5.44 4.78 5.21 4.79 5.06 5.09 5.61 
Junior 4.79 5.87 4.61 5.81 4.68 5.83 4.37 5.71 4.73 5.86 
Intermediate 4.55 5.54 4.42 5.38 4.62 5.43 4.12 5.28 4.41 5.45 
Adult 4.71 4.87 4.57 4.98 4.75 4.66 4.19 4.74 4.52 4.85 
Group by sex - Evaluators of both sexes gave significantly higher ratings for 
expression when in the audio only condition th an the audiovisual condition (see 
Table 33). When rating pulse, only female evaluators gave higher ratings in the 
audio only condition than the audiovisual condition. 
Table 33 - Means of group by sex for pulse and expression ratings 
Pulse Expression 
Audiovisual Audio Audiovisual Audio 
1 Male 4.65 4.94 4.33 4.86 
1 Female 4.77 5.62 4.41 5.53 
Correlational analyses of the different conditions 
Ali Audiovisual conditions and Audio 
Means for each test item were calculated and Pearson product-moment 
correlation analyses were run on these means. Ali test items were significantly 
correlated (p<.001) with each other and ranged from r=.69 to .87 (see Table 34). 
Correlational results from the other analyses discussed are provided in Tables 35 
-37. 
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Table 34 - Correlations Matrix for Audio & Audiovisual treatment groups 
Table 35 - Correlations matrix for the memorized, dubbed and audio only 
conditions 
Table 36 - Correlation matrix for Random1 and Random2 (original) 
** p<.001 level (2-tailed). 
Table 37 - Correlations matrix of the reorganized mixed condition 
VisualOnly 
Means for each of the visual aspects were calculated. Pearson product-
moment correlation analyses were run on these means. Ali test items were 
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significantly correlated with each other (p<.001). The r values ranged from .40 to 
.64 (see Table 38). 
Table 38 - Correlation Matrix for Visual data 
Visual effect on Audio Ratings 
Mean scores were calculated for each individual performer (male and 
female) by test item (intonation, tone, pulse, expression and overall performance) 
and visual aspect (dress, behaviour, attractiveness and perceived 
accomplishment). Data was separated according to the sex of the performer and 
correlation analyses were calculated. 
Visual effect on ratings of male performers - None of the visual aspects were 
significantly correlated with the test items (see Table 39). Dress and behaviour 
were significantly positively correlated (r=.84, p<.01). Attractiveness was 
negatively correlated with ail musical test items but not significantly so. How 
accomplished the performer appeared to be was correlated with behaviour 
ratings (r=.648), but this was not significant either. 
Visual effect on ratings of female performers - Pearson correlation analyses 
revealed a significant negative correlation (ail at p<.05) between dress and test 
items intonation (r= -.84), tone (r= -.84), pulse (r= -.82) and overall performance 
(r= -.85) (see Table 40). Expression ratings were negatively correlated with dress 
(r= -.65) but this was not significant. The perceived level of accomplishment was 
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Table 39 -Correlation matrix of visual aspects on ratings of male performance guality 
Table 40 - Correlation matrix of visual aspects on ratings of female performance guality 
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significantly correlated with behaviour ratings (r= .93, p<.01). As with the data for 
male performers, attractiveness was negatively correlated with intonation, tone, 
pulse and ove ra" performance. None of these correlations were significant. 
Power Results 
The Wilks Lambda test is extremely sensitive and Cohen (1977) 
suggested as a rough rule of thumb that an effect size of around 0.2 is sma", 0.5 
is medium and >0.8 is large. Sma" and medium effect sizes are very common in 
social science research (Stevens, 2001, p. 195). With that in mind, the power of 
these statistics was large for a social science study ranging from .56 to .99 (see 
Tables 41 - 45). 
Table 41 - Multivariate Test for Power for ail AV and Audio conditions 
Effects 1 Value 1 F 1 Hypothes~~ 1 Error dt 1 Sig. 1 Noncent. 1 Observed Parameter Power(a) 
Wilks' 1 1 : 1 1 1 : 
lambda ! .881 ! 29.962 ! 4.000! 886.000! .001 ! 119.849 ! 1.000 
t--------,l-----~---------------r-----------1--------------t-----------------i-------------------t----------t------------------------t-----------------------
test items * Wllks' , l , , " , 
I-qw.:lr.,;;.ou:::JJP:;,.... __ --1--~~~~~§------~--~-~-~-~-j------:=~-~--------~-~~~~~-~-~~~~:~~~-J:-~-~~--j-------------~:~-~-~--l--------------:~-~-~--
test items * age Wllks' , , , , " , 
l bd i .915! 6.707! 12.000 ! 2344.427 ! .001 ! 70.840 ! 1.000 am ail l , 1 1 1 t-t-e-st~it-e-m-s ~* ~S-ex--l--Viïiïk$o---------T----------:--------------r--------------------:------------------:---------r---------------------r----------------------
l bd i .992 i 1.818 i 4.000 i 886.000 i .123 i 7.274 i .556 am aIl 1 : : 1 1 1-------I--------------------~-----------1--------------_t_---------------------:------------------t-----------t------------------------+-----------------------
test items * Wilks' : : : : :: : 
qroup * aÇJe lambda i .962 i .948! 36.000 i 3321.989 ! .558 i 31.961 i .889 
---------------------~-----------~--------------+------------------~-----------------l__--------+-----------------------t-----------------------
test items * Wilks' ! ! ! ! !! ! 
group * Sex __ ~~~Rg§------~--~-~-~-~-j----~-~~~:-~--------~-~-~~~~-l-=~~~:~~~~-~~~-~--j----------~~~~-~-~--j------------__ :=~_~ __ 
test items * age Wllks' : : : : :: : 
* Sex l bd ! .983! 1.286! 12.000 ! 2344.427 ! .220 ! 13.604 ! .668 
am aIl 1 1 1 1 1 t-te"";;st"";'it;';'e-m-s-* ---I--Viïiïks'----------r-----------r-------------j-------------------r----------------l----------r----------------------r----------------------
test items 
§~xup * age * lambda 1 .959 1 1.043 1 36.000 13321.9891.3991 35. 174 1 .925 
a Computed using alpha = .001 
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Table 42 - Multivariate test for power for random1 and random2 in their 
original conditions 
Effect i i VI! F i Hypothesis i E dt i S' i Noncent. i Observed 
! ! a ue ! ! dt! rror ! Ig.! Parameter ! Power 
----------;-----------------t-----;----"'j---------t------------i---------------t---------------------t---------------t----------1--------------------------t-----------------------
Test Items ! W
L 
IlkSbd ! .770! 20.854 ! 4.000 ! 280.000 ! .000 i 83.416 i 1.000 1 am a r :: : :: 1 
~~~~~;::~~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~[~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~i~~~I~~~~~[~~~~~~~~~::~~~~:~I:::~~~:~:~~~~~~~~ 
_~~~~_~~~~_~_~ ____ J-~~t~~ _____ L-~~~~l---:~=~-~-L------_~_::?_~? I-~~-~~-~-~-~--l--~~-~~-j-------------~-~~~~~--l ______________ ~=_~~ __ 
-~;;~-~~::.~-~-----J~~-t~~---J---~~~~-L-~-~=-~~J-----------~:~~~J:~~~~-~-~--L~-~~-L------------~~~~--L-----------~~~~---~~~~~:~-~;~--J~~-t~~--..J------~~~-L---~~~~J---------~-::~~~J~~-~~-~~:-L~-~-=-L------------~~~:-~--L----------~-~~-~--
Test items * \ Wilks' \ _994 \ .427 \ 4.000 \ 280.000 \ .789 \ 1.707 \ .047 -Q~2~P---~--§-~)(-----t--~-?-~-9.~~-----t------------~--------------f----------------------+----------------+----------j--------------------------I-----------------------
~esti!e~s* \ ~ilk~'d \ .970 \ .714\ 12.000 \741.1021.7381 7.5531 .170 
----g-~---;------~~--------t----~'!l-----~-----~-----------+--------------~---------------------+----------------l----------4-------------------------t---------------------
Test Items * ! Wllks' ! !! ! !! ! 
Group * Age 1 Lambda 1 .973 1 .973 1 8.000 1560.000 1 .456 1 7.785 1 .233 
* Sex : ::: 1 :: : 
a Computed using alpha = .01 
Table 43 - Multivariate Test for Power for the Visual only group 
Value F Hypothesis Error dt Sig. Noncent. Observed Effect dt Parameter Power(a) 
Visual aspects Wilks' Lambda 
.557 24.641 3.000 93.000 .001 73.922 1.000 
visual aspects Wilks' Lambda 
.647 4.924 9.000 226.488 .001 35.337 .994 
* aÇJe 
visual aspects Wilks' Lambda 
.996 .111 3.000 93.000 .953 .333 .069 
* Sex 
visual aspects Wilks' Lambda 
.867 1.523 9.000 226.488 .141 11.060 .598 
* age * Sex 
a Computed us mg alpha = .001 
Table 44 - Power of visual on audio MALE summary 
Source ,i Intonation i Tone i Pulse i Expression i Overall 
---------------------------------------------------------4--------------------------t--------------+----------J-------------{---------------------+------------
visual aspects i Wilks' Lambda i .880 i .898 i .911 i .937 i .883 
-----------------------------------------------------------t------------------------t---------------+----------+-----------t---------------------+--------------
visual aspects * grp i Wilks' Lambda i .984 i .979 i .994 i .991 i .991 
________________________________________________________ l. _________________________ i ______________ ..l-___________ L ____________ J. _____________________ + __________ _ 
visual aspects * age 1 Wilks' Lambda 1 _982 \ .971 1 .989 1 .980 i .974 
-vis-lialaslïecis-;-Sex----------------------lwiïi<-s~-Lâmb-(iar--------.-995-r~999-r-~9-9-5r-----------~996T-----.-991"-
-vfs-ü-alaspeciS-;-grp--;--age-----------rwfïi<s'Lambda-t"-----.990T-~985T-~9-77r-----------~97-âT-----.-967-
-vfs-ualas-pecis--;-grp---;--sex-----------Twiïi<s~-Lâmbdar------~991--r~997T--~98-8r-----------~994T-----.-988-
-vis-ualas-pects--;-age---;--Se-x------------Twiïi<-s'Lamb"dar---------~78T-~97-1T--~98-8r-----------~988T----.-985 
-vfs-üalaspecis--;-grp---;--age---;--s-ë-xlwiïkS~-Lamb-dal---------~972-r~979-t---~973-r----------~989l----~-972-
! ' 
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Table 45 - Power of visual on audio FE MALE summary 
Source ,i Intonation i Tone i Pulse i Expression i Ove rail 
-vfs-uâTas-pects---------------------------------__r_wfÎks'Tamb-aal----------~51--t~942__r_--~9-0-3-r_----------~96ül-----.-953-
-----------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------+------------------+----------+----------t---------------------+--------------
visual aspects * grp 1 Wilks' Lambda 1 .987 1 .983 i .987 1 .997 1 .988 
---------------------------------------------------------t--------------------------t-------------------+----------t------------t---------------------+-------------
visual aspects * age 1 Wilks' Lambda 1 .988 1 .960 1 .968 1 .986 1 .985 
-vfs-uaÎ-aspects--;-sex----------------------lWfÎkS'-Camb-dar--------~999-r~998r-~9-9-0r-----------~995T-----.-998-
-vfs-ualas-pects--;-grp---;--age------------TwfÎks'Tamb-daT---------~994-r~99oT--~99-1T----------~98-9T-----.-992-
~~~t~~t~ft~f~~t=~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~!~~~~~~~fF~~~~~~~~~~~~T~~~~l~~~~~~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F~~~~~~~f 
-vfsü-âTaspects--;-grp--;--age---;--s-ë-~-TwfÎk-s'-Cam-b-ëÎa-r---------.996T-~993T--~98-1-T-----------~991--r----.-993-
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At the beginning of this dissertation, six main questions were posed. They 
were: 
1. Everything else being equal, do audience members value a memorized 
performance more highly th an an unmemorized one? 
2. Are audience members affected by a performer's physical aUractiveness 
when they rate musical performances? 
3. Does a performer's dress affect how judges evaluate the quality of the 
musical performance? 
4. Are the effects of visu al aspects on musical performance evaluation 
affected differentially by age? 
5. Does a performer's behaviour affect how judges evaluate the quality of the 
musical performance? 
6. Is it possible for judges to determine the level of a performer's proficiency 
based solely on gesture? 
ln order to answer these questions, this study was designed with 
adjudication procedures in mind and was not intended to replicate real world 
evaluation situations. This is not to say that the results are not applicable to real 
musical assessment situations. It is just an acknowledgement that traditional 
adjudications are longer than were those used in this study. 
Question One - Everything else being equal, do audience members value a 
memorized performance more highly than an unmemorized one? 
It appears that audience members did not rate memorized performances any 
differently th an those which are not. Memorized and non-memorized performance 
ratings were not significantly different from each other in any analysis. Therefore, 
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it can be stated that the presence of a music stand does not appear to alter the 
manner in which individuals with no formai music training evaluate a classical 
performance. 
These results differ from Williamon (1999). In his study, memorized 
performances were rated higher than unmemorized performances. Unlike the 
current study, a different performance was used in each of the five conditions. 
Therefore the memorized performance may have been better than the 
unmemorized one. The evaluators felt that the overall quality, musicality, 
technical proficiency and communication of ideas were ail improved in the 
memorized performance (Williamon, 1999, p. 92). Ali evaluators were musicians 
in Williamon's study therefore perhaps the memorized bias is specifie to 
musicians. Experienced musicians have been found to associate a memorized 
performance with authority, diligence and conviction as a result of the extra hours 
of practice required to memorize (Noyle, 1987; Hallam, 1995b; Williamon, 1999). 
Reubart (1985) also felt that pianists who memorized their works had improved 
motor skills over those who did not memorize. Reubart believed that co-
ordination develops between the auditory and haptic systems during 
memorization because the auditory system evaluates the haptic systems output. 
On this basis he advocated memorizing pieces for performance (Reubart, 1985, 
p. 124). 
Although results from this dissertation found that overall there was no bias 
between memorized and non-memorized performances, there were age related 
differences in preference. Children aged six through eight and adults preferred 
the memorized performances to the non-memorized ones. Conversely, 
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evaluators aged nine through fifteen preferred the non-memorized performances 
to the memorized ones. A developmentally dependent bias is possible, if one 
considers students' perspective of music and performance. Notation and music 
reading is not introduced into the British National Curriculum until Key Stage Two, 
from age eight through age twelve (DES, 2000). Most primary students' 
experiences with performance and performance practice would be through 
learning music by rote and performing from memory. This possibly could explain 
their preference for memorized performances. Junior and Intermediate aged 
students may have preferred performances which were not memorized because 
they empathized with the difficulty involved in being able to read music. 
Environment and exposure may have affected adult preferences for memorized 
performances. Most solo performances are performed from memory therefore 
adults may have developed an expectation that better performances are 
memorized. 
Question Two - Are audience members atfected by a performer's physical 
attractiveness when they rate musical performances? 
From the work presented here, the level of physical attractiveness does affect 
how audiences rate performances for both sexes. However, the musical 
attributes affected by physical attractiveness differs according to sex. The cellists 
were not initially screened for attractiveness when asked to participate. The 
ratings of the evaluators in the visual only condition suggest that overall, the 
cellists were rather average, with no single cellist appearing to be extremely 
attractive, although two were rated as unattractive (one female 2.98 out of 7; one 
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male 2.56 out of 7). On the scale of one through seven, the most attractive 
female was rated an average 4.50 out of seven, while the most attractive male 
was rated 4.38 out of seven. 
The effect of attractiveness explains a significant amount of the drop in 
ratings between the audio only and the audiovisual conditions. This significant 
finding is a departure fram previous studies, in which audiovisual ratings were 
higher than audio only ratings (Ryan, Wapnick, Lacaille & Darrow, 2006; Wapnick 
et al., 1997; 1998) or not significantly different from the audio only ratings 
(Wapnick et aL, 2000). Aiso in previous studies, the most attractive females were 
given the highest ratings is ail conditions (Ryan & Costa-Giomi 2004; Wapnick et 
aL, 1997; 1998; 2000). This is another finding not replicated in this study. The 
most attractive females in this study were not the best performers, and the least 
attractive female performers received higher performance ratings th an them. 
Therefore, in the current situation the attractive female performers were worse 
performers than the less attractive female performers. 
The results of the current study suggest that being an attractive female is 
only beneficial in evaluations if the performer matches or exceeds the inflated 
expectations created by their physical appearance. Attractiveness is a virtue 
valued in females according to evolutionary theories of attraction. The inflated 
expectation of personality, sociability and behaviour created by the halo effect 
seems to transfer to a musical performance situation. Perhaps when attractive 
individuals do not match the level of achievement expected of them, lower than 
expected ratings result. Therefore, if one is physically attractive but not so 
competent, one's evaluations are more severe than for someone who is less 
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attractive. This rationale suggests that less is expected of unattractive women 
th an attractive women. Perhaps Landy & Sigall's (1974) suggestion that females 
with mediocre academic abilities benefit from positive attractiveness attributes 
does not transfer to music performance evaluations. 
It was not surprising that the less attractive females were given lower 
expression ratings than the attractive performers. This result appears to support 
Oavidson's (1993) findings that non-musician evaluators tend to be dependent on 
visu al information when rating expression. Female performer's physical 
attractiveness also affected how non-musicians rated tone quality and intonation. 
Perhaps non-musicians use attractiveness to help their evaluations of subjective 
musical elements because they have a harder time hearing discrepancies. 
Although attractiveness is not an important male attribute according to 
attraction theory, results are not consistent with regards to how male 
attractiveness affects performance ratings. This study found that the least 
attractive males were given higher ratings than the most attractive males, 
supporting Ryan & Costa-Giomi (2004), Ryan et al. (2006) and Siddell (2004) but 
contradicting Wapnick et al. (1997; 1998; 2000). The age of the performer nor the 
instrument nor the type of evaluator used appears to be responsible for the 
difference in findings. The unique finding that male attractiveness affected how 
evaluators rated the test item overall performance suggests that evaluators used 
ail information available to them, visual and auditory to make their holistic 
evaluation. 
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Question Three - Ooes a performer's dress affect how judges evaluate the quality 
of the musical performance? 
The manner in which a performer dresses does affect the way evaluators rate 
performances and differs according to the performer's sex. For female 
performers, dress was negatively correlated with ail of the test items: the better 
dressed the female performer was, the lower her performance ratings were in the 
audiovisual condition. The opposite was true for male performers. 
The negative correlation between dress and female performance ratings is 
in contrast to previous results reported by Wapnick et al. (1998; 2000). In both 
Wapnick et al. (1998; 2000) ratings of rhythmic accuracy (pulse), dynamic range, 
musical phrasing (expression), overall performance and talent were higher for the 
best dressed females th an for the worst dressed female performers. In the 
current study, intonation, tone, pulse and overall performance ratings were lower 
for best dressed females than for the worst dressed females in the audiovisual 
condition. Perhaps, owing to the high correlation dress had with attractiveness, 
the best dressed female performers elicited higher performance expectations 
which were not met, resulting in lower ratings than may have been given if they 
had not dressed so weil. This suggests that when people with no formai music 
training evaluated, they used positive visual information to determine their 
expectation levels prior to the performer beginning. If the evaluator's 
expectations are met or exceeded, they give high ratings. If they are not met, the 
performers are penalized for not meeting inflated expectations. Again, positive 
attractiveness attributes su ch as dress, did not benefit female performers who 
were not good performers. 
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As for male performers, being weil dressed did not benefit their 
performance ratings as much as in previous studies (Wapnick et aL, 1998), but 
being badly dressed did affect performance ratings more than in previous studies 
(Wapnick et aL, 2000). The difference in results may be owing to the type of 
evaluator used in the different studies. Perhaps the musicians used as judges in 
previous studies were biased by their own performance experiences and were 
not as affected by the choice of attire of the male performers. In the current study, 
no cellist was dressed in a suit or formai attire, three wore ail black and five male 
cellists wore jeans or casual trousers. Audience members expect performers to 
be in more formai attire than the audience members are in themselves 
(Davidson, 1997, p. 212). It is possible that male performers were not as dressed 
up as the evaluators expected, and that the evaluators were affected by this 
negative association when making their performance ratings. 
Question Four - Ooes a performer's behaviour affect how judges evaluate the 
qua lit y of the musical performance? 
The performer's behaviour did affect how evaluators rated performances. Male 
and female performers with poor stage behaviour were given lower ratings for 
intonation, pulse, expression and overall performance th an were the performers 
with good stage behaviour in the audiovisual condition. Female performers with 
poor stage behaviour were also given lower ratings for tone quality. This result 
does not support previous research conducted using violinists (Wapnick et aL, 
1998) or top level pianists (Ryan et aL, 2006). In Wapnick et aL, violinists were 
not given lower ratings in the audiovisual condition if they were rated as poorly 
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behaved, and in Ryan et al., (2006) pianists with poor stage behavior received 
higher performance ratings than those with good stage behaviour. If trained 
musicians are evaluating, they are more likely to be accustomed to different 
performance behaviours and would therefore not view poor behaviour as 
indicative of the performance quality. With non-musicians, perhaps the visu al 
information of a performance, such as the behaviour, cannot be separated in the 
same manner when making performance judgements. 
A performer's personality can be deduced by his or her posture (Argyle, 
1975), and body alignment and stance conveys interpersonal attitudes to the 
audience members (Kurosawa & Davidson, 2005). "Ali non-verbal behaviour is 
communicative, whether it is intentional or not" (Kurosawa & Davidson, 2005, p. 
114). It appears that the evaluators were affected by this non-verbal form of 
communication when the cellists' behaviour was poor when rating the 
performance quality. It is also possible that evaluators had expectations 
concerning how they expected someone to perform. If the performer did not 
meet these expectations, the non-musician evaluators may not have been 
capable of disassociating the individual's behaviour fram the performance. 
Consequently poor behaviour would result in lower performance ratings. 
For female performers, attractiveness and behaviour were highly 
correlated (r=.78) and perhaps if there had been more female performers this 
high correlation would have been statistically significant. Behaviour and how 
accomplished the female performers appeared to be were significantly correlated 
(r=.93). These correlations suggest that when musically untrained evaluators rate 
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performances, they take negative visual attributes as cues for their ratings 
because they are incapable of reliably evaluating. 
Question Five - Are the effects of visual aspects on musical performance 
evaluation affected differentially byage? 
The age of the evaluators had a significant effect on many variables, both visual 
and auditory. 
Audio 
There appeared to be a developmental shift around the age of 12 or 13. 
Developmentally, a shift occurs in children's musical abilities around the age of 
nine. This shift for evaluating musical performances occurred at an older age 
th en when children display the ability to recognize different musical attributes. 
Children under the age of nine are not typically capable of separating tempo from 
melodic rhythm (Brophy, 1998; Costa-Giomi & Santos, 2001; Serafine, 1979; 
1980). An observation of the primary student's efforts to rate tempo found this to 
be true as the primary students were indeed tapping the melodic rhythm, not the 
tempo. Likewise, children within this age range tend to still be exploring 
expression, both musically and personally (Swanwick & Tillman, 1986) so their 
high expression ratings could be explained by their associations of the key or 
tempo with happy or sad rather than the musical expressivity of the performers. 
The primary aged evaluators were expected to give higher ratings in the 
evaluation tasks due to their eagerness to please people in authority (Piaget, 
1969), and yet, the junior aged ratings were not significantly lower than the 
primary aged evaluators. Similarly, the junior aged evaluators' improved abilities 
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to determine pulse (Brophy, 1998) and to sing competently (Welsh, 2006) should 
have enabled them to have a more reliable pulse, intonation and tone quality 
evaluations. Still, their ratings were not significantly different from the primary 
aged evaluators. Perhaps there is a time delay between the acquisition of these 
musical skills and the development of the ability to evaluate other people using 
them. It is also possible that because the evaluation of cello performances was 
not something they had ever done, they were not able to transfer their acquired 
skills to a different evaluation environment. They may not have been able to 
engage their skill sets as weil as if they had been evaluating a vocalist or pianist. 
Ratings by adolescent evaluators aged 13 to 15 were not significantly 
different from adult ratings. Developmentally, young adolescents learn how to 
think critically (Daniel et al., 2005) and therefore should be more critical than 
evaluators aged 12 and under of the performances they were asked to evaluate. 
Visual 
Evaluations of visual aspects (dress, stage behaviour, attractiveness and 
perceived level of accomplishment) were affected by age. Looking first at dress, 
there appeared to be a shift that was developmentally dependent on what 
evaluators believed was appropriate attire for a performance. 
Older evaluators gave higher ratings for dress than did primary aged 
evaluators, which might suggest that with age comes an increased awareness of 
what is standard attire for a public performance. Parents of primary aged children 
would be more likely to dress their children in "Sunday best" rather than ail black. 
Primary aged students may have viewed the mix of casual or ail black attire worn 
by the performers as not what they themselves would be allowed to wear. 
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Another possible reason for the low dress ratings given may be due to the 
manner in which the evaluators themselves were dressed compared with the 
performers. The present findings may support Davidson's (1997) theory that 
audience members, even primary students, expect performers to be more 
formally dressed than themselves. Ali primary aged evaluators attended private 
schools with dress codes, and only one of the schools attended by the junior 
aged evaluators was neither private, nor had a dress code. These dress codes 
required skirts, tucked in blouses, shoes and cardigans for the girls, and trousers, 
tucked in shirts, shoes and ties for the boys. The cellists were dressed as would 
be expected for a masterclass, but, for the most part, the evaluators were more 
formally dressed than the performers. Most of the intermediate aged students 
also attended private schools with dress codes and only the adult evaluators 
were dressed in clothes of their own choice. Adults did give the highest ratings for 
dress of ail the age groups, but an average of 4.1 out of seven suggests they did 
not feel the performers were as appropriately dressed as they could have been. 
Behaviour ratings gradually increased with the increased age of the 
evaluators, with the exception of the primary evaluators, who gave the highest 
evaluations in behaviour. Older people have the opportunity to see more 
performances than younger people, and therefore are likely to develop an 
expectation of what behaviours are consistent with the music being performed. 
The high ratings given by the primary students may be again due to the desire to 
please individuals of authority. Ryan et al. (2006) considered perhaps evaluators 
misunderstand directives for rating behaviour, and end up rating activity level 
rather than appropriateness of the stage behaviour. Meaning, if a performer plays 
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a fast piece, they are given a higher behaviour rating th an someone who plays a 
slow piece because the activity level was higher in the faster piece. This theory 
was considered for the current study, but the primary evaluator's behaviour 
ratings did not correspond with the activity level of the performances. Perhaps the 
primary aged evaluators gave high ratings because the performers behaved as 
the primary students were themselves taught to behave. Most teachers stress the 
importance of walking nicely, bowing and beginning with minimal fidgeting, and 
most of the cellists did this. 
The manner in which differently aged evaluators rated the attractiveness of 
the performers was unexpected. Ideals of attractiveness are believed to be innate 
(Langlois, 1997) and ove rail this theory was supported as relative attractiveness 
ratings was ranked in a similar manner across ail age groups. It was only the 
intermediate aged evaluators, aged 13 through 15, who gave significantly lower 
ratings th an the other three age groups. This result suggests that intermediate 
aged evaluators discriminate attractiveness similarly to younger and older 
groups, but they give lower ratings. It is possible that psychological reasons 
relating to their own self-image brought on during puberty was responsible for the 
lower ratings. 
The visual aspects affected the evaluator's ratings of intonation, tone and 
overall performance differently according to the evaluator's age. The manner in 
which the visual aspects affected ratings also differed according to the sex of the 
performer. This suggests that evaluators were attending to different visual 
information depending on the test item and sex of the performer. Primary and 
junior evaluators rated test items consistently high for ail visual aspects. They 
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may have lacked sufficient musical skills to differentiate between them, or they 
1 
may not have been affected by any of the visual aspects of the performance. A 
developmental shift that occurs between junior and intermediate aged children 
may explain the significant affect the visual aspects had on the older evaluator's 
ratings. Junior aged children are developing their own self image and are 
normally focused on the completion of the task at hand while intermediate aged 
individuals are far more centered on their peers and how they themselves appear 
to others (Erikson, 1950). Although evaluations were completed anonymously, it 
is possible that this concern of how they appeared to others influenced their 
evaluation abilities. 
To summarize, evaluators seem to be affected by visual aspects of a 
performance araund the same time they become more critical when making 
audio test item ratings. These results suggest that non-musicians older than 13 
may learn to be more critical in their thinking than younger evaluators, but they 
also may be influenced by non-musical aspects to a greater degree than younger 
evaluators. 
Question Six - Is it possible for judges ta determine the level of a performer's 
proficiency based solely on gesture? 
Evaluations were affected by gesture, but the evaluators were not able to 
accurately determine the performer's level of praficiency based solely on gesture. 
Using performance evaluations fram the audio only condition, performers were 
ranked fram best to worse based and split by sex. They were then compared with 
the ranking of perceived level of accomplishment fram the visual only condition 
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(see Appendix H, Figure 67). For both male and female, the performers believed 
to be most accomplished were musically rated as one of the worst of their sex. It 
is possible that a limited prior exposure to cello performances aftected the 
evaluator's ability to make an educated proficiency determination. It would be of 
interest to use musicians in a subsequent study to see if they were better able to 
determine the performer's proficiency th an were the individuals with no formai 
music training. 
There was considerable agreement between the intermediate and adult 
evaluator proficiency ratings. Considering that behaviour and level of 
accomplishment ratings were highly correlated this suggests that as of the age of 
13, there are specific behavioural actions that evaluators use as cues to 
determine the performer's level of accomplishment. Possibly, with age evaluators 
became more aware of information performers communicated through their 
behaviour indicating expertise. Some performance movements have clear roles 
that signal virtuosity and "present information about the performer's personality" 
(Lehmann and Davidson, 2002, p. 553). It is possible that the intermediate and 
adult evaluators interpreted these types of movements in a similar manner. 
Although the evaluators were unable to accurately predict the performers' 
proficiency, the high degree to which ail test item ratings were affected by 
perceived proficiency was unexpected. Performers believed to be the least 
accomplished were given lower ratings in the audiovisual conditions when 
compared with the audio only condition. Previous research conducted by 
Davidson (1993; 1994; 1997; Lehmann & Davidson, 2002) had found that ratings 
of expression were aftected by visual cues, which this study supports. The 
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degree to which the ratings were affected suggests that the gestures evaluators 
interpreted as being indicative of proficiency had a significant affect on 
performance ratings. Non-musicians appeared to be more reliant on visual cues 
th an on the musical cues to discern expression (Lehmann & Davidson, 2002), 
intonation, tone, pulse and overall performance. This is consistent with research 
showing that vision is the dominant perceptual modality for most people, 
accounting for 75% of ail information absorbed compared to the 13% for audio 
and 6% for touch (Long, 1997). 
Gesture was an important element of the performance quality evaluations 
and contributed to the overall performance experience. Performers should be 
made aware that projecting an accomplished impression will affect evaluator 
ratings, and appearing to be less accomplished can lead to their performance 
ratings being negatively affected. 
Conclusions and implications 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 
1. The presence or absence of a music stand had no impact on performance 
ratings by individuals with no formai music training. 
2. Female attractiveness affected how evaluators rated their intonation, tone 
and expression. 
3. Females who were not good performers did not benefit from positive 
attractiveness attributes. 
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4. Evaluators gave less attractive male performers lower ratings of overall 
performance in the audiovisual condition than when in the audio only condition. 
5. Ratings of dress were inversely correlated with ratings of intonation, tone, 
pulse and ove rail performance for female performers. 
6. Poor dress and bad behaviour lowered male performance ratings of for ail 
test items. 
7. Poor stage behaviour lowered female performance ratings. 
8. Perception of appropriate attire for a performance differed according to the 
evaluator's age. 
9. There was a developmental shift around the age of 12 or 13 at which point 
evaluators were more critical in their musical ratings. 
10. Performance ratings by evaluators over the age of 13 were affected by 
visual aspects of a performance. 
11. Proficiency gestures made by musicians during a performance affected 
performance ratings. 
Limitations, implications and future development 
There were some limitations in the design and execution of this study that 
should be addressed. The most significant was the effect of dubbing and how the 
performers may have altered their performance gestures during this procedure. It 
is possible that the performers gestures were slight more stilted during their 
dubbed performances than their original performances. Considering the design of 
this study, evaluators in the visual only condition were responsible for assessing 
how accomplished they believed the performers to be, and they rated the 
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memorized condition. This would imply that their ratings were based on a true 
performance situation. A further extension would have been to ask a different set 
of evaluators to distinguish the dubbed vs. memorized conditions based on 
gesture only to see if there was an unaccounted variable in this study. 
Much of the research to date on musical performance evaluation has dealt 
with variables that affect musicians' ratings. This is important as such evaluations 
have consequential ramifications for students. However, understanding how 
members of the general public rate performances is also important. Using non-
musicians as evaluators may enable musicians to have a good idea of what 
affects the audience in its personal evaluations of performance quality. 
Consider who musicians perform for. Is it other musicians or general 
members of the population? Do musicians value the opinions of non-musicians? 
This question is important in order to determine how the results found in this 
study could implicate both current and future performing musicians. Some 
musicians may state they perform for themselves and for their own enjoyment. In 
that case, they would not be interested in what anyone else has to say about their 
performance. This is unlikely to be true for most musicians, however. 
The implications of Williamon's (1999) study suggest that if a cellist 
performs at a competition, s/he would be more likely to succeed if the music is 
performed fram memory. In a concert for general members of the music loving 
community, however, s/he would appear not to need to memorize the music. 
Instructors and teachers should help their students understand that different 
expectations are placed upon them depending on the performance situation. 
Such knowledge may pravide relief to performers who experience anxiety when 
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they perform from memory. In addition, music educators should be aware that if 
peer evaluation is part of their program, students will be affected by whether a 
performance is memorized or not differently according to the evaluator's age. 
The implications of the attractiveness effects found in the current study are 
perhaps surprising. High attractiveness positively affects ratings for excellent 
female performers. Attractive women who were not excellent performers may be 
negatively affected because of their attractiveness, however. No teacher would 
ever inform an unattractive female prior to a competition that her appearance 
might negatively affect judges' ratings. Likewise, telling an attractive female 
performer who is of average musical ability that she should expect lower ratings 
th an perhaps she deserves may not be good educational practice even though it 
may be true. Results of research concerning attractiveness should be known by 
evaluators so they can reflect on how such results apply to themselves. Teachers 
should also reflect on their own manner of dealing with students and consider if 
students' attractiveness affects their own behaviour. 
Wapnick et al. (1998) proposed that perhaps attractive students "receive 
more encouragement and approval than do the less attractive musicians" (p. 518) 
as a way of explaining how it is that the most attractive performers received the 
highest ratings regardless of whether they were seen and heard, or only heard. 
Teacher expectation levels should be explored to see how attractiveness, age 
and sex affect interactions during classroom and one-on-one music lessons. It 
would be of interest to see how teacher encouragement and patience with 
students might vary according to the student's level of attractiveness and the 
teacher's sex. 
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Physical attractiveness is an important characteristic in ail societies and is 
a fundamental aspect of human interactions. It appears impossible to negate 
such biases, which appear to be evolutionary and fundamental to human life. 
Given that female attractiveness is related to fertility, perhaps an interesting 
future study would involve using female performers who are past menopause. 
Wapnick et al. (2000), Ryan & Costa-Giomi (2004) and Siddell (2004) had 
participants evaluator performance of musicians under the age of 13. The mean 
age of performers in Wapnick et al. (1998) was 25, and in the current study ail of 
the female cellists were under 28 years old. Perhaps using older female 
performers would reduce the effect attractiveness has on evaluations. 
Male attractiveness also affected evaluations and needs further 
investigation. It appears that male attractiveness, or the lack of it, does affect how 
evaluators rate their performance qualities. At present, the implications of the 
results presented in this dissertation suggest that attractiveness is not a positive 
virtue for a male performer to possess, although it is possible this was a result of 
a sampling errer. The conflicting findings of previous research suggest that 
perhaps a male-only study should be run. Males of ail ages have been used in 
previous studies and yet the conflicting findings were still found. A future study 
should select male performers of varying levels of attractiveness, dub their 
performances to isolate the attractiveness bias, and compare performance 
ratings. 
A performers' choice of c10thing is important regardless of sex. It was 
unexpected to find that performance ratings of weil dressed female performers' 
who were not the best performers were lower than more poorly dressed female 
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performers who also did not perform weil. When evaluators saw the male 
performers, dress affected performance ratings even though the worst dressed 
males were the top performers. Dress has previously been found to be 
advantageous for top performers (Wapnick et al., 1998; 2000). Educators often 
impose performance dress codes for choirs or ensembles. As a rule, solo 
instrumental instructors tend not to discuss appropriate concert attire. This is 
something that should be reconsidered and made part of the performance 
preparation routine. Likewise poor stage behaviour proved detrimental to 
performance quality ratings. The top performers in the current study were the 
worst behaved males, and their ratings were negatively affected by their stage 
behaviour in the audiovisual conditions. Teachers might be made aware of how 
significantly the performers' entrance affects performance quality ratings. The 
research presented here did not ask raters to specify what aspects contribute to 
stage behaviour ratings. Perhaps a study focused just on the behaviour of 
performers would clarify what it is that evaluators most attend to when making 
such a judgement. 
An interesting application of these results to the educational sector would 
involve the arts as a whole discipline. Music teachers could work with drama 
teachers on an integrated program with the physical education department. From 
this, Dalcroze work shops, dance and body movement activities could be 
integrated in order to help students have better body awareness and 
understanding of non-verbal communication. Drama could be used to help the 
students develop a performance persona, using classroom activities and peer 
feedback to inform the students of aspects they value for stage behaviour. 
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The current study supports previous research that deals with age-related 
musical abilities. People evaluate periormances differently at specifie stages of 
their lives. Recognition of this finding may help music educators to develop 
curriculum activities and valid assessment criteria. For instance, peer evaluations 
should not be part of the graded curriculum until students are around 12 years of 
age. As an exercise, peer evaluations would be a helpful tool to develop listening 
and evaluation skills. Music educators should be made aware that as of 13 years 
of age, students will attend to visu al material if a periormance is presented 
visually. Irrespective of the evaluators' age, using audio only performances would 
be the only way to avoid evaluations being influenced by non-musical 
components. 
Ratings of performers' perceived level of proficiency suggested that the 
physical movements and gestures a performer makes have profound effects on 
ratings. This study did not ask evaluators to describe what made one cellist 
appear to be more proficient than another. To better understand what makes a 
musician be perceived as accomplished, a qualitative study asking evaluators 
what specifie gestures or physical movements contributes to their opinion would 
be advisable. It would also be extremely interesting to do this type of investigation 
with both musicians and non-musicians, and to compare the findings from both 
sets of individuals. 
The only way in which performers can receive unbiased evaluations is if 
the evaluators are unable to see them. This means the practice of having blind 
auditions in North American orchestral auditions is effective and European 
orchestras would be weil advised to adopt these procedures. 
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Performance assessment will continue to be central to both aspiring and 
established musicians. Research concerning aspects affecting such assessment 
in competition and audition situations has proven to be an extremely interesting 
line of inquiry. The use of non-musicians as evaluators in this dissertation has 
afforded support for some previous findings, but has also provided divergent and 
contradictory results. When musicians perform, they hope to present their 
audience with their best interpretation of a the music. Research that investigates 
performance evaluation provides musicians with information concerning how to 
maximize the impact of their performance beyond the execution of the notes. 
These same findings also help enlighten individuals who evaluate performances, 
so they can have a more complete understanding of how non-musical aspects 
affect performance evaluations. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CELLISTS 
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Performer Questionnaire 
1. Age: __ _ 
2. Gender: M or F 
3. At what age were you when you began leaming the cello? 
4. Had you learnt any other instruments prior to this? 
If yes which instrumentes)? 
At what age? 
Yes or No 
5. On average, how many hours per week do you practice the cello? ___ _ 
6. While growing up, how many hours a week did you spend practicing? 
7. Was there a certain age at which point you began to practice more? Yes or No 
If yes, at what age was this? __ _ 
8. Was there a certain age at which point you began to practice less? Yes or No 
If yes, at what age was this? __ _ 
9. How do you feel about memorizing music? 
Very difficult A lot of work Apathetic Not too hard Veryeasy 
10. What percentage of performance material do you memorize? 
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 
Il. How do you normally learn a piece? Wh y? 
12. How did you learn the piece performed today? Why? 
13. In solo situations, do you prefer to play by memory or with music? Why 
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14. What strategies to you use to prepare for a public performance? 
15. During a performance, what do you attend to? Are you more conscious of certain 
elements? Please explain. 
16. Describe a performance that was memorable and why it was so memorable to you. 
Thank you for your time, 
Jeanne Siddell 
PhD Candidate, Music Education 
McGill University, Montreal 
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(Page 1) 
Demographie Information of Evaluators 
1. Age: __ _ 
2. Gender: M or F 
3. Ethnie Background: 
Caucasian African American AsianIPacific Islander Latin American 
Native American Middle Eastern Other: _____ _ 
4. At what stage are you in your education?: 
Grade: ___ _ 
Bachelors degree: ____ _ 
If education is complete, CUITent profession: ___ _ 
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(Page 2for Vevaluators) 
Using the scale provided, please evaluate the following characteristics. 
Performer 1 
i) How appropriate is the performer's choice of clothing? 0= extremely inappropriate; 7= 
extremel y appropriate) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ii) How appropriate is the performer's stage behaviour? O=extremely inappropriate; 7= 
extremelyappropriate) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
iii) How attractive is this person? (1= extremely unattractive; 7= extremely attractive) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
iv) How accomplished does the performer seem to you? 0= extremely unaccomplished; 
7= extremely accomplished) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Performer 2 
i) How appropriate is the performer's choice of clothing? (1= extremely inappropriate; 7= 
extremelyappropriate) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ii) How appropriate is the performer's stage behaviour? (l=extremely inappropriate; 7= 
extremel y appropriate) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
iii) How attractive is this person? (1= extremely unattractive; 7= extremely attractive) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
iv) How accomplished does the performer seem to you? (1= extremely unaccomplished; 
7= extremely accomplished) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE AND BOOKLET FOR ALL 
AUDIO ONL Y AND AUDIOVISUAL CONDITION 
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(Pagel) 
Demographie Information of Evaluators 
1. Age: __ _ 
2. Gender: M or F 
3. Ethnie Background: 
Caucasian African American AsianIPacific Islander Latin American 
Native American Middle Eastern Other: _____ _ 
4. At what stage are you in your education?: 
Grade: ___ _ 
Bachelors degree: ____ _ 
If education is complete, current profession: ___ _ 
5. Have you had experience evaluating a range of performance standards before? __ _ 
If yes, how much? ___ _ 
6. Have you taken private music lessons? Yes or No 
If yes, for how many years? __ _ 
What instrumentes)? ___________________ _ 
7. What type of music do you listen to in your own time? 
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Using the scale provided, please evaluate the quality of the following performances. 
Performer No. 1 
i) How in tune is the performance? (1= very out of tune; 7 = very in tune) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ii) What is the sound quality like? (1= poor tone; 7= excellent tone) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
iii) How steady is the performance? (1= very un-steadiness; 7= very steadiness) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
iv) How much feeling is in the performance? (1= very little feeling; 7= excellent feeling) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
v) Overall Performance (1= poor performance; 7= excellent performance) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Performer No. 2 
i) How in tune is the performance? (1= very out of tune; 7 = very in tune) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ii) What is the sound quality like? (1= poor tone; 7= excellent tone) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
iii) How steady is the performance? (1= very un-steadiness; 7= very steadiness) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
iv) How much feeling is in the performance? (1= very little feeling; 7= excellent feeling) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
v) Overall Performance (1= po or performance; 7= excellent performance) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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CONSENT FORMS FOR PARTICIPANTS 
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1 hereby consent to my child's participation in this research project. 
Childs Name (Please Print) 
date 
Parent! Guardian Signature + 
152 
DEBRIEFING STATEMENT 
154 
Debriefing Statement 
Again, 1 would like to thank Vou for your time. Now that Vou have finished the 
study 1 would like to clarify a couple of things. 
Firstly, Vou were deceived in the task Vou have just performed, and although 1 am 
sorry for this, it was necessary for the study. Wh en Vou saw the performer 
appear with the music stand, Vou were in fact hearing their audio recording made 
from a previous memorized performance that was dubbed onto this video 
recording. 
Secondly, your responses will be analyzed to determine if your evaluations were 
biased by the performer's attractiveness, manner of dress, and stage behaviour. 
The true purpose of this study is to determine how non-musical components 
affect performance quality ratings. 
Thank Vou again for your time, and have a nice day! 
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PERFORMERS RANKED ACCORDING TO VISUAL ASPECT, 
AND SPLIT BV SEX 
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/~., Figure 63 - Performers ranked by Dress, split by Sex 
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~ .. Figure 65 - Performers ranked by Attractiveness, split by Sex 
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Figure 67 - A comparison of perceived level of accomplishment with actual 
audio only performance ratings 
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This comparison highlights how certain performers were believed to be far more 
accomplished than their audio ratings suggested they were. 
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